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It would appear that as a general rule -- with notable exceptions 

bacterial cells respond with the formation of adaptive enzyme to a great 

variety of compounds that they can metabolizet ny of these compounds 

resemble some degradation product of an amino acid or a nucleic acid resi-

due. How does the bacterial cell accomplish this feat ? 

Largely due to the work of Jacques Monod and his co-workers in 

Paris, and more recently also through the work of Aaron Novick and Milton 

Weiner in Chicago, much information has become available on the induced 

£ormation of the enzyme, ~-galactosidase . 

/ This enzyme splits the disaccharide lactose into glucose and 
1~ala~~ose e ~Jrf the bacteria are grown in the presence of a high concen-

tration of a chemical analogue of lactose, the ~-galactoside TMG,~ich 

is not split by the enzyme,) the enzyme level may be, .;r>SJ.is~d in the g;rowing 
-------- - - -~ 14<. v ,L ,(-4c. ';) ~ . .-u 'lt 

culture from a few molecules per bacterium depending on the concentration 

of TMG used perhaps 10,000 molecules 6"f this en!!,!!te per cell. 

When a bacterium is used that requires for its growth an amino acid -- tryp

tophan for instance -- and when such a bacterium is grmm in the Chemostat , 

using tryptophan as a controlling growth factor, then the generation time, 

l gen, can be stretched, at will , up to perhaps tenfold . It is known that 

~"""te-e"'r.,..I2""1f'ir!'P9Me~l'Me!5"~l "Tl!a:etre'd, when ~cteria are grown, at a fixed concen-
·'-'~ ~~~ 

tration of TMG, i~ ~1a1 !~ in the Chemosta is independent of the 

generation time, (-'gen . This, of course, would be expected at very high TMG 
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concentrations when the bacteria are fully induced, but it/also true 

2 • 

for lower inducer concentrations when the enzyme level is appreciable but 

not at its maximum ~ossibl This apparent "law of the growth rate 
' 

independence of the nzyme level 11 furnishes Y\M i an important clue 
./ -- c l ~ 

tq the general mechanism of enzyme induc,tio!}~T£....-L. ~ / ~t/::J~/_:-t·· ~ ~ 
~-{. .;...-z...._P(~ ~~~ / ' 1-" ~-;::> fd-7</1~~, ,~,_,LG-<J ~ 't.z.<.tt•, 

- .Moreover on the basis of this mechanism, one should expect a~ -

f)., (more general law to hold, which says that the enzymatic c8mposi tion of 

the bacterium does not change when we reduce the growth rate -- ove~ a ,I 

range of pe~aps a fac~or of ten --by ~lowing the rate of protein synthesis. 
~fo l.oJ p.-f- {;.li-tA~ ".J f I, [l l I ~ { If. J.t-.r/f~ 
Qu.r formu~ccct;e h peSSl~-a-R'- exceptio to this rul·e~Ji!l t):l~ - _.- hv" ~ ,'l I jl (' ~ 

case of mutants which contain an abnormally high level of an inducible 

enzyme in the absence of an inducer -- the so-called constitutive mutants. 

Perhaps one has to regard such mutants as pathological organisms, in which 

the normal regulation of the level of an enzyme has broken down. 

How can an inducer raise the enzyme level from a few molecules 

per cell to about 10,000 molecules per cell ? According to the notions here 

adopted, the enzyme is formed from amino acids which line up alongside a 

nucleic acid strand and then are fo6ined by some chemical reaction chain 

into a polypeptide that, in turn, folds up into an enzyme. The nucleic 

acid strand, which imposes a specific amino acid sequence on the polypep

tide must contain the same information as does the gene but need not neces

sarily be the gene itself, and therefore .?e shall refer to it as the "para-

gene . " 
For the sake of argument , I shall assume in this presentation 

that the uninduced cell contains one paragene for each kind of enzyme that 

the cell is capable of producing . If the enzyme level is raised several 

thous'{!ldfold, through the action of an inducer added to the medium, we can 
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then either say that the inducer somehow increases the number of para

genes which are specific for this enzyme -- a possibility which we shall 

disregard -- or else we can say that the rate at which the enzyme is made 

by this paragene is increased by the inducer and that no additional para-

genes of his specifi9i ~:'l are produce~ . " ,(;/_ 
~~ ,h- pt.,._ ~~ ~ / 

a paragene is fully induced, the rate of enzyme production is 

determined b ;the tiple, t (Af1 ), that it takes to q.ssemble all the required 
-~~-- .tl ~ 

amino acids al ng the paragene~~he time, ~(E), that it takes for the 

the paragene after it has been formed . 
6..(,.. { /) I IJI~I 

induced ce e numberyof ~ ~pecific enzyme 

present in the cell s given by 

Accord-

ingly in the full 

( 1) 

which are in accordance with the bserved experimental facts only if we 

assume 

L (r_) 
(2) 

In the case of full 

in bacteria growing at a fast rate (~gen = 

one finds Nmax ,._, 10,000 molecules per cell, 

from equations (1) and (2) 

1_'-{A A ) 
~ 

enzyme, ~ -galactosidase , 

seconds) in the Chemostat, 
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It is believed . that there might be about 10,000 different 

genes in a bacterium which contains about 10-l3 grams of p~~n. If, 

:' ~e corresponding 10,000 different enzyme~ \have a mole-

cular weight -of ~00,000, then there must be on the average of each kind 

of enzyme bO molecules present in the cell. The notion here adopted 

is that every paragene could maintain about 10,000 molecules per cell in 
tAJs 

if it produced ~e enzyme at the full rate 

parp._genes is" 
It: c. 1'\t"'--. rt t' 

which para-

One might attempt to account for the phenomenon of induction 

hat perhaps the enzyme formed along th~ papa~ene sticks to 
(I ~ ·t, (. 1- • ll-. (. .,l > I" II / < I /1 Jl ' • J ~ • 

the paragene \ltltil a hypothetical inducer molecule combin-es with the ...,: •4(,, 
~ 

th~reby_somehow releases the enzyme from the 

paragene . so ov.e would the say -;- cannot 
,(.,~ .. v 

the leaves 

the bac-

the 

4 
(lJ 
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~~ight attempt to account for the phenomenon of enzyme indue-

tion by saying that perhaps the enzyme formed along the paragene sticks 

to the paragene and thereby prevents the formation of additional enzyme 

molecules until a 1J$Potne.t±ca..l inducer molecule combines with the enzyme

paragene complex and thereby somehow releases the enzyme from the paragene. 

It is 3 however3 possible to show that such a model could not account for 

the " "law of growth-rate inc;lependence of the level of an induced enzyme. " ./ 
/w ,· · 1 .. 1 

Let us ~ consider two bacterial cultures 3 each of which is grow-

ing at the same inducer concentration in a Chemostat with 3 say 3 tryptophan~ 

6:f::: pb 
as a controlling growth factor 3 one of them growing t\JiCy , as fast as 

~~ -- h. t:?·~ L ,,.J. I (.. lr: f 
the other. According to the model just preQQ~t~pr3 if( the enzyme, is 3 say, 

I ~ ~ ( 4 ~ N 
a few thousand molecules per bacterium (but still ~f.i:eient~ below Nmax = 

10 3 000), then the enzyme level in the slow growing culture would be very 
~ 

molecules per bacterium. 1' All ex-

CYo~~-·...fhe re 

t pr. ~e~t a~iffepent model ·fGr enzyme induction which m~~ incidentally 

accoun~ not. ~nly for enzyme induction but ~o for t~phenomenon of enzyme 

repression fir§~ qescribed by Vog)'~~wgel found that the enzyme, 

acetyl ornithase 3 one o~ the enzymes in th iochemical pathway leading 
,. . ;;;+-

to arginine 3 is absent when ~ bacte~~ grow ~ a high concentration of 

arginine in the nutrient. 

For the purposes he immediat~~~ following discussion 3 we may 

assume that we are with an enzyme that lies in the biosynthetic path-

way leading to an Such a biosynthetic p thway may be symbolically 

represented 
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Moreover it would seem reasonable to demand that the correct model for 

enz~e induction should explain also the phenomenon of enzyme repression ,· ·lv ~ 
,( • > , ( I ~ • t I ' 

-a.nfJ pernaps o"en tb~:.: :QhepomenQn cf a:r:lti'Sod~ fo;pmatieYn-'h1:-;:r:~~~l.a1a-O"f'ga 

The phenomenon of enzyme repression was first observed by Vogel . 

v~~~ found that the enzyme, acetyl ornithase, one of the en-

igh concentra tion of arginine in the nutrient. 

,.. For the purposes of the irnmedia tely follm.'ling discussion, we may 
~A 1"'1 a ~ 
'\!ilS ABwJ at we are dealing 11ith an enzyme that lies in the biosynthetic 

~(o);_) 
pathway leading to an amino acid Such a biosynthetic pathway may be sym-

bolically represented as follows: 

The metabolite, M(O), in this formula may be taken to be any 

amino acid and the metabolites, M(- 3 ), M(-2) and M(-1) represent precursors 

of this amino acid . If the amino acid , M(O), is arginine, these precursors 

are in order acetyl ornithine, ornithine, and citrulline~~e enzyme, E(-2), 

is acetyl ornithine . 

We shall now attempt to present here a model for enzyme induction 

which will account also for enzyme repression <HH~• nhicli Migfit :fttr~'AeF l!t!csunt 
~ ...--.. ........--. ----- - -

-i=oP th~ ~:Re'Romenon of an;,±~e:., ~eflf!B!t!:i:"MI ±n-~ml 'O'rg.B.nismsf The re9-der 
..____. - - ..,.,- - .....___ --- - --- --- ~---~ ,_. ~ 
might, ~± f!X:tng hie m~ -~) to begin wj,tiUhat v-1e are dealing with ? 

~r r ~ - v .~ p ,~.'q "10 
tlidii lifl?e8:ue"iien-~ an e,nzyme that lies on the biosynthetic pathNay leading /.' 

oJ_., ~" r:l~~/ 
to an amino acid Later on it will be peBslbie~o consider other cases a lso . 

p The model here presented assumes that amino ~ ar:' f';,;'em~ r;;" a specific \ 

sequence, along a specific paragene, and are~ into polypeptide/ through 
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some chemical reaction chain. This polypeptide 3 in turn 3 folds up into 

the enzyme . On the average this process takes a time 3 i[(AA) . If we deal 

\'lith a bacterium that requires3 for instance 3 tryptophan 3 as a growth 

factor 3 the generation time 3 [(.,..,.) 3 can be stretched at will ttp te JHH' 

_/\ A /'\ .1 /v--z I • ' 

lfaQ,i\...t'erl;(Jildj by grm·1ing the bacteria in a 6hemostat and lowering the con-

usua) manner. 
1'\..
< 

------
According to the notions here presented 3 there arerrresent in 

the cell metabolites 3 \'lhich \'le shall call repressor molecules 
1~d 1,.;hich -

(;fl') v1e shall describe presently in greater detail can combine with the 

paragene - enzyme comple~~ in a reversible manner~ ~~s long as the paragene

enzyme complex is thus covered by the re ressor3 the enzyme cannot evapor

ate. In t~e absence of a specifi~ repressor or iE t e presence of a ,L ,. ~ 
metabolite 3 M* 3 at can compete with the specific repressyr for the en-

zyme which sits on tli aragen~ ul'ttC' concent~at on 3 the enzyme ~ 
-~~~ ~ I l~ vft t <1 ;t , CJ ) 

formed on the paragene wil evaporate off the paragene at ~ rate1 

1/~(E).~Any metabolite 3 M* 3 is a chemical analogue of the metabolite 3 

M, (•hich is ~e inunediate precursor of this 

metabolite3 

covered by the repressor. 

inducer3 

of 

ve 

gene-enzyme complex from being 
~ 

uch analogue 3 M* 3 will there:'ore act as 

the cell cannot make a repressor out 
/' 

~-e~~~~~t the metabol~e, M3 can be con- ~ 

The m tab 1 t'e 3 M, 
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VJhat kind of molecule must the r:!f-ressor molecul~ in order 

to be able to prevent the evaporation ~ the enzyme molecule which 

has been formed from the paragene? vle assume that such a repressor mole-

cule contains a moiety that can combine with the enzyme, such as a meta

bolite, !1( 0), and it must contain a moiety, Ntd, which can combine \vi th 

a certain part of the paragene -- pe rhaps a 

paragene . It is conceivable that 

• tide hence the designation, Ntd. a molecule, R, to function as 

the paragene-enzyme 

complex in the sense that the moiety, M, must be able to hold on to the 

~~z~e at the same time as the moiety, Ntd, holds on to the par agene. This 

~ose;(~ ~~ specific conditionSon the s patial configurations of the re-

pressor, R. 

Such a repressor molecule, R, may be formed in the cell from the 

metabolite, M, by the reaction 

( 6 ) 

I h 
The enzyme, E*, may be called ~'coupling enzyme and such a 

coupl ing enzyme, as well as the moiety, Ntd, might be specific for each 

metabolite, M, although a number of m~tabolites along the 
~~£5 

same biochemical 

~e same Ntd pathway might be ab to de: l:Ti th~he same coupling enzyme --tt. 
moiety. 

chemical compound~ M*, 

etabolite, M --~hich is ~ 
~ M' 

immediate precursor f/t~i~ 

? '*"'.....,. 

is a chemical analogue of 
£- ~ 

by the enzyme - ~r ..a chemiee:l e:nal:ogtte 
,. :.J,...,...,.~ ... ~ ~ :t ..:) 

an combine with the mkta'bdli~~) 

v?tt A,." 
. ) 

r 
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the paragene 

a repressor 
~l -

en»Yffie\ ~ · 

combining with the enzyme moiety of the paragene
~ 

enzyme complex ur1n~time when the enzyme is occupied by the 

inducer, M*, the paragene-enzyme complex is protected from being covered 

by a repressor molecule. The enzyme which is thus combined with the in

ducer, M*, evaporates off the paragene at the same rate, l/~( 2 ) , as th 

enzyme which is uncombined with anything . 

If the enfyme which sits on the paragene is combined with the 
((fM 

metabolite, 

~the 
M, it will also evaporate at the same rate, 1/IC(E), and ,.,. , 

metabolite, M, also protects the paragene-

enzyme complex against being covered by the repressor. 'irtnl!Dllmmtmkm't;rt!t-arpn.Mm 

However, this effect of the metabolite, M, may or may not be counterbalanced 

by the fact that the cell can 
#Jtt 

tl-f )1-'t y 
transform the metabolite, M, into 

a repressor, and the metabolite, M, may therefore raise the concentrati~~ 

of the repressor moleculesrtn the cell. Accordingly, the metabolite, M, 

~ dependmng on the circumstances, either enhance the formation of the 
~ 

enzyme or repress it, in contradistinction to the cRem1eal analo~te, M*, 

which ~ l;)e t~sformed ;I~tG a~~ nd 1llU&: here.£.o.r~ 
always enhance enzyme production . \ ' ?v 0 · ('\.; 

~ I lllt /. "' e. ~ • l I /../( , • f' 

There is another difference beween M1and M*~ 
r./1' Where M as well as 

[~ ' J .. Je. 
M* may enhance enzyme formation directly by com ining with the enzyme sitting 

on the paragene and th;;eby protecting the paragene enzyme complex from being 
··~ ... ~~ -

covered by the repressor1 ~ can in addition enhance the for.mation of the 

enzyme indirectly. It can do this in two ways. M* by competing with the 

metabolite M{n) for the enzyme ,-E(n 11) wlzieh-t1r'aRefoims the lrttrtabo"il't"e, 
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ifl-t-e- tlle metabar fn+J;.}., may enhance the f orma tion of the enzyme, 
M' 

~~~, both by raising the concentration of the metabolite~) and 
t/1. 

by decreasing the concentration of the metabolite, pq(n•l), from which 

The combination of the metabolite, M, and the inducer, M*, \<lith 

the enzyme is reversible and so is the combination of the repressor, R, 

with the paragene-enzyme complex. 

The model here adopted assumes that when the repressor evaporates 

from the paragene-enzyme complex it leaves the enzyme on the paragene. 

Having thus described qualitatively /vmodel for enzyme induction 

and repression, we shall now proceed to compute / the number of ens~ mole-
~Y!-- ~ ~ tt.-f_,_c..{._ ~ 

cules))per cell which .may be maintained in a growing culture, dependin 
}.k. (., . l/.. · 1-· :J __.. 14• 

~ thz concentrati·o~~ of and R,.whic ~ .a maintained in the cell 

f'L - ~ concentration.f Jl, we 

\ shall designate by {M , constants of - Similarly we 

e average time which takes for M and M* to evaporate 
~;l J..l 

off the eltlZ'YJlle 
~~~ 

l ( M ) ' L ( M* ) ' 

and fo~ R tqp~~porate off;the paragene-enz~complex 
-; ~ l-t-Jf /"'"-. /~ A "~I ~ ~ ~ C 
a:M- L ( R), J?e~):'5e~:kue;J;y. ~( ?' /1=- ) ,.M~ ~ P 

~i.t_ - { 

In order to b~ able to g1ve a formula for 
1
the number of molecules 

• I 

of a given enzyme maintained per cell in the growing culture, it is neces-

sary to make certain assumptions concerning the evaporation times,~{M), l I 1) 

( ( M* ), "( ( R ) and I( ( E ) . Our assumptions will be as follows: 

en 
(~) 

{~ J 

> > L G) 
LL C'~) 
L.. L C{L-_) 

' ) ) 
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For reasons that will be stated later, we shall also assume 

) 

The times ( (M), 'L(M*) and '((R) may be roughly estimated by writing 

J ~~ 

~ 
HM~ L~ ·; -L\IA 

I -c- = lv ~ .... I 
II) ., ~ II { RY 

where represent the bindin~ energy of theb1 compounds to 
f+>\ ;Cz{ z 

the enzyme or enzyme-template complex/P~s~eeL±vely, and by making a 

rough% estimate of these binding energies we may surmise that we have 

For ((AA), we obtain fro~ther rough considerations ("'(AA) ~1 second. 

We have no way of estimating directly ~(E) but since, for reasons 

to be stated later, we are forced to assume that [" (E) <L'L (AA), we may 
~e. 

hazard as a rough guess that we m~ght h8:Ve;'C"(E) ~ lr 

Assuming that inequalities -we obtain 

of molecules of a given enzyme that is maintained in the cell 

ing culture 

(1 ) 

where 

\~ (-l:J..J 

f:(t: J ( 

I 

,. ' 

forkJfe number 

in the grow-
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For high values of M*; i.e. if the cell is fully induced, we ob-

tain from equation (l Vf'l1.... 

N~, 1:'r-
(le -__....... 

. <:'(!= J + ('I ) 

As we have mentioned before, in a fully induced cell there are about 10,000 

molecules of the enzyme; i . e. we may put Nmax = 10,000. Accordingly, f~a 

cell which is growing in minimal medium, supplemented with tryptophan, at 

a fast rate, so that we have ~( min = about 5,000, we obtain from ( 

( (E)+ L (AA) = 1/2 sec . -t and since we are assuming 'C(E) < L (AA), we ob--- p 
tain ~~ (AA)min = 1/2 sec.~n trying to compare our equation (10) with ~x-l \ li ~ f ~ .t .t-1 t/ ' 

we will have tp ~iscuss arately 
. . ~ (t.,........-(.. z,.. / 

pathways wtlich lead to an amino ~cid . se c · 
....;.r---:::..-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I' VJ...vv- 1..- ;1(. ~ ,.0 ,;14AIIo.c>"''"V 

f h&t an-+nke~gajate metabolite~ances the level 

of any of ~ enzyme)~. But the enzyme level can be raised by lowering the 

concentration of an amino acid in the cell below the level that is main-

tained when the wild type is freely growing in minimal medium . There are 

~J so ~gWQ cases where adding the amino acid to the nutrient medium represses 

an enzyme lying along the biochemical that tl.if.x 

acid, and there r cases where 
/ 

f cSuen an 

After examining what pred~tions we may make on the basis of equa--tion (10~ this class of enzymes, we shal~ then turn to a different class 

~es. 

I 
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is a vast ~ of chemical compounds which certain bac
k 

' , 
teria can metabolise ~d ~th enzymes that appear to be quasi-inducible 

{;v? "}v<( r , ~ I J. /, LJ ...._ 
in QUF m~i~o~ tfi~ term~inasmuch as the enzyme which carries these 

compound is 

the enzymes 

compounds through a biochemical step is enhanced when the 

added to the medium. I~is class belong, for instance, 
( 

lying on the biochemical pathway ~ leads step by step from an ~rnino 
JJ " -z;· I 

acid through the successive degradation products .1r ~~~~~~ re de-.. 
grad~r ~ 

J 

ollowing: In the case of the ffrst group the concentration of the repres-
~~ . ~~ - )1 1 ......._~ 

sor J1 i*;l?"imawstey· determined Y" tffR concentration of ~m~fa~te th~ 

repressor because neither the ( coupilng enzymes nor can 

limiting f-aetsor. We may therefore write 

(13) , 

1
: In contrast to this, in the second group of metabolites and enzymes, the 

~h._ ~ 
concentration of the repressor ~1(1etermined either by the coupling en-

~~ .(...-rt=;t4 
zymes present or by the supply of the Ntd moieties, and therefore whyn we 

)IJ( ~~ A ~,:. \:/ t4 ~ /-r I'.~ -

raise the concentration of the metabolit,7'{ the concentrafion of the repres- } 

sor remains unchanged at some level R = R(O). ~ 

I 

(14) 
f..,. I . 

~ 
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We shall now first of all examine what predictions we can make 

qU~~ if ~ ;;;ume~ the first group of ~-
bq!lke~ enzym_::)that equation ( ~)holds. 
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Control of Enzyme Production, Suppressor Genes and ~nzyme 

Induction in Microorganisms, as \·lell as Drug Tolerance and 

Antibody Formation in ~llimmals 

By Leo Szilard 

The ~nrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 

I shall attempt to present in this paper the groundwork for 
K ' t" 4 1 

a quantitative theory that covers a ~ide ra.nge of biological phenomena , 

and includes enzyme induction in microorganisms as well as antibody forma -

tion in mammals . From the point of view of the notions here present2d , 

enzymes may not be cla.ssified as inducible or constitutive, as it wa.s cus-
~~1-,.~ 

tomary to do hitherto . The real distinction is~n tvlO - quite dif
g.... 

ferently circumscribed - classes of enaymes ~ ~ on~e ~ass belong the en- / 
~~ tt.~ ...c . ./£-c: 

zymes that lie along the biosynthetic pathways which ea · n a.:ffiino-acid', 

. . 'd' .~ ~l5 ' ld' bl 1~ f th t• l l .t:> r-t purlne or pyrlml lne; laOa ~~ ~, Ul lng oc~o e essen la po ymers OL 

the cell, such as the proteins :;;;;: nucleic. acids . Enzymes belong(fc;" this 
fWl ~ I-va~./ ~-:c-

class are - as a general rule - not ma=ui f'z">1M._-y;-1nducible . Yet ~, if not 
~~ 

all ,of them are~nducible in principle and some of them may actually be in-
~. ·~ ~ 

ducible under experimental conditions(~ 

To the other class belong~~~zym~~~;;~~~~o~;~;~~~-rft~7~~•~~~~~~ 
~ ~eo i.,; zk __..b.t IC ,.( I ,. ... ~'I· ~ ~~ '-" b-el ._,, t' ./ /J)/lr'l. L ' ('_ 

~c ~ adong which the ap.o-¥~ ~ent.i.o;a~ bnild:i:ng b±-0-ek-s~step by 
JY I n "Y"--\ • t--... ~ • -c.-t..-. ~ -

step degraded or other~ollise modified ./_ Ag a generctl r:u& "'~e./belonging 
~ ~ ~ P,u~v:-..( 4 ~ H v;_ ,t /'<Y4 ~~~~"; 

to this second class may befnducible by the precursor of the metabolit~ ~~ 

which it produces . The main emphasis of this paper will be ~on this 
~~~l~ 

class ofyenzYffieS7 
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It is presumed that enzymes are each produced by a s pecific template, 
~~/ 

and according to the oong~pt~developed in this paper, each such template is 
~ 

potentially RDNpkB~x capable of produc~g~:;esponding enz~at about 

the same rate as a cell is able to Y'l2. -::~•rot ::-in,_, . ~ · 

probabl~lim.ited o~l¥ b:;t ~ ?a:te at which the ami~o ~c~d~f a.pe=-~m13Plied~~ch 
~ ~ ~~ ~Vr-6:. 

are the building blo~ks of ~he ~~~~in~ e reason that the various tem-
~~ ,._k~%~/-·--~] - ·_h--.¥ c.-~ -

plates produce enzyme at a much lower ~F-te is ue the fact that the enzyme-
~ ~-6~';!) /1 // 

template-complex ~l.·t::versibly ~with a specific repressor, and the 
~ ,U...,._ ~V"Y' 

enzyme-template -complex which is thus "covered rr es no elate off 

enzyme . -9 .., or ;z;t!,; (!. ~ ~r4 :;;/:- ' 4 /I ~ 
AoeoPdin~ ~e tfio notiofis nev~ Q~~lapedjCthe production rate of 

most ~peeifia enzymes is ~ *e repressed by a factor which lies somewhere 
J;ei;;;;>tr ~~--'!-"\~~ ~ 

b etween 100 and 10,000, and wfiittli.~ qui"ie \111 f@rM fat eae~ 8)0&·3::-M:e-eR-,.) 

~~~ ~-~·-
\'!hat are Che:::re compounds ~r:ct as repressors ? 

Let usf-as an examplej consider the enzymes ~ich catalyze the last 

biosynthetic step that leads to a fundamental metabolite, M, •~~~amino 
t 1 

I t{_ 0 a_ 4 . 
acid , purine or pyrimadine ~j ch a~ 4;fte building blocks f. pom wjq,ieh th.e v-zrn ~:::> 

proteins) enzymes) and the '$GIP.PiOl!l'S ribonucleic acids and desoxyribonucleic 

acid~ • 

For the sake of easier communication , we shall single out for the 

moment the amino acids. Each amino acid, M, is -- according to this theory 

coupled by a coupling enzyme, E
0 

(or a system of such enzymes) to some radi

cal, R, to form an intermediate metabolite~M-~ We shall refer to this 

metabolite,~M-RJas a 
1 ~ecto/"because it might b e the vehicle (or a s a pre 

cursor of the vehicle) which transmits the amino acid to the templates that 
.Cvo--,..,.~ 
~ 

1
tne formation of the specific ga~tsvjal proteins . 



The important role which repressors play in the theory here presented 

yields, as a by-product , several mechanisms through which a substrate 

of an enzyme or a chemical analogue of such a substrate may enhance the 

r ate of production of the enzyme; i . e . may a ct as an inducer of that en

zyme . But the problem of enzyme induction goes , as we shall see, far 

deeper than the question of the mechanism of enzyme induction . 



... . 

He shall write 
::::. IH<..{ ()) 

- 1,- ...,.. 

as the concentration of vec(O) determines the rate at 

formed that catalyzes the last biosynthetic step which leads to the 

formation of the amino acid ~ M. For a given concentration of vec(O) if th~ 

equilibrium constant ;, K(M) ~ is low (i.e. if the binding energy of vee ( 0) to 

the enzyme -template -complex is high) the rate of format~on of the enzyme wilL 
/" Q ( t'\ ~ ~~-~ ~ (~-<- ,...~ 

be highly repressed./1 Occasionally a mutation can occurJ which gi?eatly en- ~J 
I~ A- ~ t.- ~ .. ~ ~ , ?.. ,1 ,...,.. / L.y v. __ /1. (// 

creases the equilibr;i.um constant, K(M).- In that case an enzyme which \vas fi"'-
~..U~ 

present only in a low amount in the( ac erium will be present in the mutant 
exceed 

in an amount which might RXixx by a factor of 10;,000 the amount of enzyme 
. -r-~~ ,.,.,.. ,v_~ ~ 

present in the wild type. An example for this might ~ry well ~lhe-so-
~'~ r(' . ~ ~;< ~i,. 

~JJ ruJ con:i'tittttive nmtan;,~ iR "&fie 1;)t:te~ool'l~/ E~cherichia coli. The wild f..v 

type contains only a 

spli~s ba~~~en 

~ / ' r~ 
very small a:mount of ~rnzyme • ·i' - galaGtQeiae:-:s'e"'-wh±ch ll. '?\ 
grown in the presence of an inducer, such cs the (3- ?,<~.( 

~) r,~~., 
galactoside ~ TMG;, enzyme production is enhanced by a factor of several 

thousands)'! Mutants of this strain, however , which are called constitutive 

have the enzyme present in an amount vihich is perhaps 104 times as great 
~ 

< 

as the amount present in the wild typ~'When gr.own in the absence of an inducer. 
ttc i 'Not~ ..-t...~u ~<a&·,. .... t- 't'L J.&:Z H>$;·?:iJSI+ 

~~;~~-~~~~~~~p~~~"t;:!} !'/~ 
O@Q?J~~fia.-•• )~tia~J-.nE.E.~ased_!he va.~u.:. of t];;: __ e~illbrium constan_t K(M) by a factor 

/1-~,.,.,...,_r:) ~ k~(. ~~ ft.c.., /{~" • tf< .... ~'-A o;z:: __/ 
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t~est10n of the mecfi~i-fffi't' e-.f ~ ±nduct1Dn . TI1ere is a vast array 

of compounds which are potentially oxidizable by bacterium~ P fluorescence . 

R. Y. 3tanier(l) estimates the number of such compounds at 50, and believes 

that more than 250 enz~nes must participate in their dissimilation . Why 

are all these enzymes present in a bacterium? ~ven if there has b een 

some use for them at some time during the long pe riod of their evolution, 

why would they persist- as·I am convinced they would- if we were to 

cultivate the bacte r ia for a long period of time in the absence of any of 

the substrates of any of these enzymes? Why would these enzymes not be 

gradually lost by mutations during such a period of cultivation while 

there is no selection operating in their favor ?/lr believe these questions 
A 

can be answered satisfactorily and that we had laet.tb now abandon the 

belief - Pef'ea~'l.'y voiced by previous authors - that "these enzymatic 

potentialities are stored away in the genome in order to be simply and 

rapidly activated through sequential induction when a suitable substrate 

enters the environment . " I shall in the concluding chapter of this paper 
. M- ·-....,J\- ~~ .. - P..,.. tV---~ !M •- ' t'VI/* 
~~usi~ that these enzymes are produced by suppressor 

~ vf ., : __ ~../.<.a ""'~---· 
genes . Mutations (~ccur during evolution which ~~~e regulatory mechanism 

~~ ~t.- l...e..- +-=- ~ 11.-,. t4.,-. ...... ... .L ~__, 

1 .. 

, .... "\.4 IS=== I F1J --,--.. ---- ----"K 
of the ce and these suppressor genes have been selee-tea seeablse ... th-ey PO ""'-

~-..J(' ~et: ~ ~~t .J ~( ~~ t-t j ~ 
'f'-<Sto~the~ of tb.e :cegl..ll~t:zYat-em . Th~e gene~. have~ 

/ «4'J ~ ,-iv-r--> .-")--? c,_..._ '"""'-- ~-:1... J'1-\. ~ ~-•"~", 
come part of the regulatory system that determine~the rate of production of 

the enzymes~ aaa~y persist because selection would ope rate against the 

bacterium that may lose such a gene through a mutation . 
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Ae~~~~~~-vae~~~.~a or this papev 7 assume that the~ 
~~ 

1000 such suppressor genes~ each producing a specific enz~1ne _ 

:Z, ,..,a~ k r• &WA <If:- ~c ·-~~ ~ ' ~ -.,J 

these enzlYICes a:ce pPsse~rat a low concentration wl1en the 

bacteria grow in minimal medium . 

--;:? ~ &§Ntnj;~ ..... ~t and their '~t/ ¥?-y"J"' r L' ;;::;.. 'b- J ~ ~ ,.._,..._...::..z::.~p-..y 
corresponding enzymes are!'Pl"esent in microor ani~ e;...~,....,.,, -~y~-r'~!l'!.lM>Vii'2!lW~=~~mnr:-

~~:J~~,~~~-~1.~4;=:...,~-,:~~~;;« "._~,..,.e . --~~ 
, er men aiiOWs'i<:Y' and cow~rke rs .. The~ 'tha mutations~ 

~--.... ___ ........ ,.... 

~-Neurosp~~~which lower the rate of production of the enzyme tryptophane 
~ 

synthetase ~ can be restored by suppressor genes and that the different muta-

tions ~ which all lie in the same functional oh~Torming tryptopha ne 

synthetase ~ require the presence of different suppressor genes for re-

storing the ability of the cell to form the enzyme in adequate amounts . 

They further found that all those ('tsryf'e-opha:ne-reqt:r.tr-±ng)mutants for which 
' l 

a suppressor can be foundl pr5"duce an inununological analogue ~: tryp;opha~e /~,-

synthetase . . Vvl:\ / ~ -\t.> . t~ ~ (; ;.-vv-y..~ 
1 

;'"'¥\'iYVVJ ~ ~v,:;e~o~he-r~~~dn~ ~stablish tA-e/c~nnection between 
~·V> ~--( 

the specificity of the suppressor genes found by Yanowsky and his coworlcers 

and the ab ility of bacterium like P fluoresceqce to di similate a 
l"'-. /1- t!\ I f ~>Vf( {, ~ 1.1~ 

vast 

and ~ array of oxid~e ~nd i'" :~i ;,t t::~P of ,i"n~~cible enzymes , 

~,.:thi s is;'9>911e we ~ll ~~'3'eniT-4m~theory of drug tolerance ~ 

withdrawal s-y1nptoms and antibody formation in mammals . 

Schem 6 -, ,~/ ~ /i ... ,.{c-MA p r 
,~;"'I ,_A.,..--...-~ ~,. <' "- . .., ..... ,_ .. ·~ .,_,,., 

1 ope rate is the 

of a sp cific metabolite ~ 

be a nuc eotide or~~~ 
The r epres-

· block of 
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The Schemati c biosynthetic Pathway 

He shall adopt here a schematic biosynthetic pathvvay for simplyfy-

ing communication with the reader . For the sake of simplicity, \'le dis-

regard here and throughout the paper the exi stence of branched bio

synthetic pathways \'Ti th no other justification than to simplify communi-

cation . Accordingly, we shall represent by unbranched sequence the 

pathway l'lhich leads from an early metabolite, M( -n) to a fundamental 

metabolite , M, such as for instance an amino acid . The metabolic path -

way leads beyond the metabolite, M. The metabolite, M, will be step 

by step modified through a series of enzymes , ~ (1) to E(n), etc ., and 

will move in this manner towards its ultimate degradation . This is 

schematically represented by the following scheme . 

(' J f'l t- ~ ) ~ ~4, 1~ (c-1) fl~l) M ~ I ) ~ ~ !Vl 

(l) /1 ~ R_ ~{M- R} - V€~(o} 

C M--~ /'1(1)--

'~ "dc(o) E.' ' //~(/) __ E_-_L 
I 

:--> M (1. J r I) 

V~tL) Ill 

( 1) 
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The metabolic pathway (1 )shows how a precursor., M( -n)., of the meta

bolite., M, goes through a nlli~ber of biochemical s4~P~ megi~ted by the 
~~~ ~/J~~If..<~~~p_; 

enzymeS .s ( -n )_, and VfinaLLY) ~vsa?te6:(!rom ~tfPrecursor., M(-f) ~ 

The biosynthetic step(2)shows how a coupling enzyme (or system of 

coupling enzymes)., E
0

, couples the metabolite., M., to a radical., R., and 

thereby converts it into the repressor.,J~~~.Tnis repressor., also 

called vector., is designated by vec(O) .frThe biosynthetic pathway(3~ 

indicates hm'l the metabolite., M., and the vector, vec(o) are transformed 

further ., step by step by a sequence of enzymes ., ~~x E1 to En ., etc . ., 

and thus move towards the ultimate degradation of the metabolite., M., 

and its vector vec(o) ~ ~ ,::. ~ ·••a-:a •. a ,~~r(t·, ~ .. -'W ~ ~__/ Y ,..,... (du,.. •• cs s 

J;Te ~lave a::~er~"'that the same enzyme , Z , fulfills a double 
(,.,..._-1) ~) n ~-tJ 

function; i . e . it transforms M(-*) into M, and it transforms vee( ~ ) 

into vee~ f 1-1~,-~J ......... / 
rThe symqol_ vec(n) .· st. r.an~ for tl}.e compound ., M-R-;fi.s. a:lo~g th.Q. • 

;vt)~~~~,~~-- ~Nt;;J' &. whereas 
;netabofic~'hpa't1'ii~ayrl·{3") ~vector, R, remains unchanged .tmo~:xRlix the moiety 

derived from the ~etabolite~dergoes a transformation .~ re~resenbi~g 
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I 

this major difference betl'leen :pe~~ursors of the metabolite, M, and 
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The first clear-cut case of a repression of enzyme synthesis 

Has reported by Vogel. In the case of the biosynthesis of arginine = 

M, we have as a precursor of arginine,citrolin = M(-1), ornithin = 

14:(-2), and acetyl ornithin = M(-3). Vogel has shm'Tn that the synthe

sis of the E( - 3) is suppressed by the cells in a certain strain of 

Escherichia coli when this strain is grown in the presence of argi 

nine. In the case of phenomena of this type we must, according to 

our theory, consider the reversible equilibrium, not only between 

the repressor and the template-enzyme-complex (see equations ), 

but also the reversible equilibrium between the template-enzyme-complex 

of themetabolite, M, and its chemical analogues , M*, to which also be

long the precursors of M. fVe indicate the e::x:i.X~&NmK existence of the 

equilibrium by writing (5) 



.. .. ... 
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E(2), etc . do not synthesize any essential building blocks. They might 

degrade metabolites or othe~vise synthesize derivatives of metabolites . 

The metabolite M(n) may bear very little resemblance to M but it can be 

("'t:--t.~~/ 
Bac~:La Mf/htivlng g:on~) ~~h 'l!!""::c::mi~{eVowMoo :.: ·s'o "'\.f"e assume - con-

taj.~~"@l en~~~· "'"'{'!} t "o' B{~) /'Each enzyme ~ (n) produpes a suppressor 
' •.. ' ' f:,tf· t ~~ •-,! ~t:.a-::/ 

acting; on its own enzyme template complex and c::rGH ~ On t1ie enzyme template 

complex of the preceding enzyme ~(n-~7~ Let us ~ assume that during 

evolution a mutation in the template T which synthesizes the enzyme -s \•rhi ch 
~ ,A.-·'t-t "'-~ "1,.. r << 

produces the epsential met~bolit~ M. ~ mutation con~~§~ ( /~ee~ea~ing-
l If • . . r ( f( f'J11:j<l ( • tL ~ / t'\.~ 4··-. - 4'L t.• '-·· tA, .. I. ~ ~ .. ,1'( .. ~ ~ ' 
the equilibrium constant .K.(.m.) ~~ . ., · :cJ"crrr-±neret!.-ee~ m ti}e 

., ' ! • ' ' ~ 4.-.:d~ ..,jl' ·~.{:;~. "' ~ .. ~€, ;.I 

-Mrn:ting-'e~gy), arn~~1'i'e- repressor, ...... ~-·~.:!!!e enzyme template complex . 
/V"~-1~ j 

This )!s (represented symbolically as follows: 

(9) 

One thus obtains a bug which can make only little enzyme ~ , and is therefore 

a slow grower . This may well have been compensated during evolution by a 

mutation that bro~t forth enzyme n (l) and the resulting repressor, rep (l), 

will then repress the production of the coupling enzyme ~ (0), and therefore 

reduce the output of the repressor, rep(O) . This will then compensate for 

I 
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decrease in the binding constant of rep(O) to the enzyme template com-

plex . If now during evolution and subsequently the template T, that 

ppoduces enzyme ~ , mutates once more and this time reverts ba ck to its 

appearance of enzyme .:3: (2) l'lhich p roduces rep ( 2 ), and thereby r epresses 

production of enzyme : (1) which leads to the reduction in the output of 

rep (l) , which in turn leads to an increase in output of rep(O) , wi th the 

result tha t the back mutation is compensated for , at least a s far as the 

production of enzyme ( E ) by the bacterium is concerned . Through such con-

siderations one may make it plausible tha t the enzyme level in the ba cte rium 

is regulated in the manner described ab ove and tha t for essential historical 

reasons today many genes have a voice in determining the level of a given 

enzyme Z . These theoretica l considerat ions a re borne out by observa tions 

on suppressor mutations tha t occur with a functional gene which is spe cific 

for the production of the enzyme tryptophane synthesa se . In a pape r tha t 

appeared 

Yanowsky , on the basis of his own work and the work of Bonner and Suskind , 

has reported on a number of muta tios occurring within this locus in Newos -

pera . For a number of these mutatinas which led to loss of tryptophane 
I 

synthesase activity a nd which , therefore , made tryptophane an obliga tory 

growth factor , the tryptophane requirement was eliminated by subsequent muta-

tion tha t occurred in another gene . This general phenomenon is called gene 

cooperation , and so far ha s defied an a cceptable explanatiom . :Vhat made 
~~" ~~'~" 

finding an explanatio~ difficurt~~~w~a~s~tMh~e~~~~~. by Ya nowsky 

that the suppressed mutations a re highly s pecific . One suppressor gene 

might restore tryptophane independence to one or two of the mutants but 
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not to the others . This is represented in f i gure 

(10) 

Yanowsky f urlilltler r eports in t his pape r: 11 II 

that all of his tryptophane - requiring mutants , fo r which there can be 

found a suppressor gene which can restore their ability to synthesize 

tryptophane , ha ve one thing in common; tha t a ll produce a protein which 

is an immunologica l ana logue of the enzyme though it poss esse s no enzyma 

uc a ctivity . We de signa te the immonological analogue of an enzyme KN«x a 

protein that may or may not be antigenic , but which rea cts with the anti -

body evoked in rabbits by injection of the enzyme . Mel Cohn and Jacques 

Monod had previously reported that wild type coli , which produces a very 

low amount of ~ - galactosidase , contains an immunologica l ana logue of ~ -

galac tosidase . The amount of this analogue is slightly decreased if the 

cells a re highly induced and produce the enzyme ~- galactosidase a t a high 

rate . These results find their natura l explanation on the basis of the 

notions here presented . In the ba cterium in which the production of the 

enzyme is repr essed , the enzyme templ a te complex 

the templ a te is free from the enzyme only during an exceedingly small frac

tion of the time . If the enzyme templ a te complex is protected by the in

ducer, the templ a te might be free 10- 20% of the time , but during the rema inder 

of the time the enzyme is a t t a ched to the template . All we have nmv to 

a ssume is that there is a finite probability tha t during enzyme synthesis 

during the time when the templ a te is covere d with the enzyme - a l a rge 
fragment 
E.mrz:kmN of the polypeptide chain which is lined up a long the whole l:a:agth 

of the template detache s itself to form a protein tha t does not conta in the 

head of the enzyme which is combined by the repressor but may conta in any 

l 
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other parts of the enzyme . This fragment will then form a protein which 

is an immunological analogue of the enzyme . •fuen enzyme production is highly 

repressed such debris can be produced almost 100% of the time, lihereas if 

the enzyme is highly induced, it will be produced only 80% of the time . 

Je now turn our attention to a rather remarkable fact that many 

chemicals of small molecular weight , whi ch do not have any close resemblance 

to the essential metabolites of the bacterium, can be metabolized by the 

ba cterium and are metabolized by the enzymes which are induced in their 

presence . This is understandable if we assume that the chemical compound 

M* is a chemi ca·l analogue of some compound M( n) that is produced by the 

bacterium . SUch a compound M* will then b e metabolized by the enzyme ~ (n) 

as shown in Figure ( 8) just as the metabolite M( n) is metabolized by 

enzyme ~ (n) . In addition , however, the compound M* being a chemica l 

analogue of the compound M(n) will inhibit enzyme ·' (n), and thereby re-

duce the production of the repressor M(n)-R . As a result of this, the 

l a ter production of the enzyme Z(n) will be raised . Moreover by forming 

the complex 

the compound M* will also diminish the repression of the synthesis of E(n) . 

These facts a r e symbolically represented in Table (8) . 

We now turn our attention to the enzyme 13 -galactosidase , ~·1hich is 

one of the most closely studied of the inducible enzymes . In the absence 

of an inducer, the l evel of this enzyme in the wild type strain of coli, 

which is used for most of these studies, is very low. In the presence of an 

inducer, high levels of enzyme wi ll appear, and moreover mutants can a rise 

from this strain \·Thich have an enzyme content that is several thousand times 

as high as the enzyme level of the wild type grown in the absence of inducer. 

( 11) 
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Because this enzyme acts on galactose derivatives and because it can be 

induced by certain artificially made ~-galactosides; for instance, thio-methyl 

galactoside, we may assume that the rep ressor in this enzyme is a galactose 

derivative coupled with a ca rrier, R. 

In the wild type and in the absence of an inducer we shall have 

the enzyme template complex, therefore, in two forms . In the presence of 

the inducer, gar* , the enzyme template complex will be present in three 

forms . Byf{ making the inducer concentration high , we can shift the equili

trium in such a manner that the concentration of enzyme template complex 

which is covered by R can be made low and the rate of production of the 

enzyme will then be high . 

A mutation from the so-called inducible strain - wile type - to 

the so -called constitut ive stra in conslsts, according to our notion, in a 

change of the bindino co:1stant K c. , so tha'~ this equi2.::.br.:un constant is 
r ...... ) 

greatly increased in the constitutive mutant . This is symbolically indi-

cated below 

(12) 

Since with increasing concentrations of TMG the rate of enzyme production 

increases faster than linearly TMG - according to the principles elaborated 

above - not only by protecting the enzyme template complex of this enzyme 

but a lso by either inhibiting an enzyme which produces the galactose deriva-

tive which -- coupled with the carrier acts as the repressor -- or else by 

enhancing the production of an enzyrae which converts the gar derivative (or 

else the precursor of the derivative) into a harmless substance . Thiophenyl 

galactose which inhibits the formation of the enzyme ~ -galactosidase must 

act , a ccording to our notions , by inhibiting an enzyme that converts, re-

pressing galactose derivative or its precursor into something innocuous . 
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.. vie now turn our attention to the problem of antibody production . 

I find that I am unable to understand this phenomenon as far as I can 

see in all its major aspects by assuming that cells in the lymphatic sys

tem of , say, rabbits are similar to bacteria, as well as inasmuch as they 

produce a great variety of enzymes Z(n), each of which is capable of 

transforming a metabolite which is cap~bxaxnK coupled to a carrier into 

another carrier-coupled metabolite so that we may write 

because the number of genes in the mammalian cells might be much larger than 

in the bacterial cells , we are perhaps permitted to say that a variety of 

the compounds H and R could be somewhere between 1000 and 10, 000 . 

These compounds H and R are metabolized in the body with a short half-life 

of , say, perhaps a day , and the conc~ntration , rn , of base equation 

(13) 

Enzymes n(n) are made by some specific templates T, and the antibody

forming system contains the most important part at least of the template T 

which forms the enzyme . There is , however , this difference . Whereas 

templates T form a complete functional enzyme , the enzyme formed by the 

template contained in the antibody- forming side makes an aborted enzyme 

the antibody . Theantibody contains that part of the enzyme which is capable 

of combining with the compound H(n) , but it lacks that part which would 

enable it to convert H(n-1) - R to H(n )- R. The repressors H(n) - R can diffuse 

everywhere and can both antib ody template complexes as well as the 

enzyme template complexes . 
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\ 

time, ~(AA), to assemble all the amino acids into a polypeptide and 

fold the polypeptide into an enzyme molecule. Let us further assume that 

after the enzyme molecules is form~d it hangs on to the paragene and the 

paragene cannot synthetize additional enzyme molecules until the enzyme 

molecule already formed leaves. Let us now assume that the enzyme mole-
, ~~ 

c u~7 can evaporate only while it 
trrth~ 
metaeol±~ M , or some suitable 

is c'ombined with the ·p~eetlr~(M -r t.R€-
'- 4 ~'-1< ~ ( .... 

chemical anal o gueey, M~T' ::e:1!Y.r.ff~titLIJill!&~eJi!eRilmtC~B~a~1J"oK 

Within the frame rk of this model~~ ~nsider either of 

two assumptions : /t_ 
jJ/j~ 

We may (cissume 
f'% 

(~) that the molecule/vP,at combines with the enzyme which sits on 

the paragene reevaporates 
I 

at the•,, rate ;v{M) )which is large compared to the 
~ ~ 

the enz~e -metabolite complex evaporates from the , ;rate t{ ((£-/1 ), at which 

' ~ J 
t j Paragene . In this case we have 
4. .j 

~ ,. i 
~ J 

, 5~ 
' a v l 

-or WQ=:Bl Rtp:::IIJtar:~ 

'• ·,, 

-+(~~~}~4t~(PMt~~~==~~~(HE~-~~~) , and we obtain. for the number of enzyme mole 

cule~t in the steady state in a~::ba~:t~~~{fa1:;lture equation {I a...) 

+ ?;{JtJf) 
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and obta in equation / I t, } 

(ltb) 

In th~se equa tions the K~designates the Michaelis constant f or t he 

combination of the metabolite, M, with the enzyme~nd {M] designat es the 

concentra tion of the metabolite, M. A- .... e:o t'l #'~ .h..;z ~ ~ 
~"' ' "- r j_ -~ I o'' / J..t.u_ ' ~~/Vi._.-4~ 

' 'lvl (/h-1-
E.ot'R the eqacrti~ns ··{~a-r~ .. .,..~~+,., ... ..,u-~.....w.~~:Uol.-·"':t.· n. .me J;"{)rm ~ 

"9"111~~ 

( ) 

"'~ ...,. ~ 'J~i 'It f:'. I~~ ,. ,. 

711' . ··•. :·· Jf17) -~, Z:(#_J) 

~ .. :ftclJ :J..P -~ ~~~ P/LI4 J 
We -~(no~ consider ~ · 

1 ~(.quantityjof~ e _....~ 
a high relat· e 

~has a low 

ady state of 

then slow 

minimal value. 

a s 
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APPENDIX 

sumptions: ;,. 

enzyme sits on 

the paragene~ whether cover&or not covered by the repressor~ we may write 

(2) 
0 /=, 

And ~the time~urin~ whic~ an enzyme sits on the 

paragene and is not covered by a repressor~ 

( 3) 

The number of enzyme molecules produced per generation~ N, is 

given by 

( 4) 

( 

The time during which an enzyme sits on the paragene and is 

covered by a ~ is given by 

(5) ~ 

~ 
~e( (; ) (/-7'l ) I 

I 



. 
""'\... ~ 

2. 

~ing into consideration the kinetic expression for the Michaelis 

constant, K(R) 
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APPENDIX 

We make the fo11o~r1ng assumptions: 

( 1 ) ~ For the fraction of time during which an enzyme sits on 

the paragene~ whether cover~or not covered by the repressor, we may write 

(2) 

And for the fraction of time during which an enzyme sits on the 

paragene and is not covered by a repressor~ we may write 

( 3) 

The number of enz,r.me molecules produced per generation~ N, is 

given by 

(4) 

The time during which an enzyme sits on the paragene and is 

covered by a repressor~ G, is given by 

(5) 

where 



' 
2 . 

(6) 

Taking into consideration the kinetic expression for the Michaelis 

constant, K(R) 

(7) 

We obtain from (3), (4), and (5) 

(8 ) 
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hits of the molecule, R, against the uncombined enzyme template complex 



If strongly repressed enzyme, we can neglect in 

this formula the term l ( AA ), 

U-t-.t:A-,_ 
/J - ~/)) 

and we obtain the following: 

I; 
I 

• I)/! 
! -- Kf;;) -1-

;'we can ~ the physical meaning of this formula as follows: If the 

enzyme is strongly repressed, the paragene spends most of its time on 

the paragene-enz~e reB~essor ~e . first £yet~ in this formula, 
~fct< ~ ( /-: • .,., 

Y gen/ L ( R) , te s hOV'j O":rt~n the( repressor will evaporate from this / 
~- (-., ~ (I 4- d .. • .- '~ .r . 41.. tf~/(. 

complex./' The second factor of this fo ula 'gives ~he probability that 1 

when the repressor evaporates from the complex leaving the enzyme on the 

paragene , the enzyme will evaporate before the paragene-enzyme complex 

combines with the repressor. This may be seen as follows: ) 

-
I 

v It- J!:1_ 7- :144~ I) 
The expression 1/ /1 ,J/descri el'{he probability 

enzyme complex~ni* __.W from the 
~c f!~ Jl_~ ~__.) 

('" witfi he metabolite, M, -aM[ the inducer, M*• aowd fhe -denominator as a 

whole represents the rate at which the paragene -enzyme complex, which is 
,J. ~~ ~~( 4--f ' 0-

free from the repressor, peee].ves 8 ~it e, bite I ef}reeae!" \fl"':iefi leads to -

-its -e~le3f:iftg l'i:l.o/ the repressor. The nomina tor, on the other hand, 

1/( (E), represents the rate at which the enzyme, when uncombined with 

the repressor, evaporates from the paragene-enzyme complex. 
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"\ 
tain the same information as does the shall refer 

fore, a; the para;:.p.:.. J::;f "'" ~ L/---/ /. •. .,_., 
There is a maximum rate at w ich a paragene can synthetize the en-

zyme when it is produ~c·ng he~ ~nz~at a full rate, say, inistrongly in- , 
'111 r-'ft -~- .....,.... ...... .. -- ~ '? ·;) ,..,.,. · • ~ 

duced cell. I ass~ , at when t ell is induced the number of paragenes 

synthetizing that enzyme do rease, but what increases is rather the L 

fraction of the~}me during he paragene which makes the enzyme for t 
--y- ~ ,4. /) __ /\ 'V 

which it is specific. •' ~ ... 7 ( rvv~ , 
~ _______. . 

~ ).)since the metabolite, M, and its precursor a their chemical analogues 

all have in common ability to combine with th enzyme, xt one is natur-

ally tempted to try 

Let us assume that 

enzyme inductio reasoning as follows: 
...rj 

ragene makes zyme at the full rate, it takes 
~~ 

the time, ~(AA), to assemble a 1 the no acids ~olypeptide and fold 

the polypeptide into ~ enzym~. '! -~ ·s~ther assume that after the en-
~-4-t-'1·.-l, _,.~· 

zyme i ( fo~ it hangs on to the rag e and the paragene cannot synthe-

tize additional enzyme molecules untilfue e yme molecule already forme~-~
~ ~~lk~-.,. 

leaves . Le,~t us now assum7 th the enzyme mole ule w±tl leave only lf it 
~'-J-:!:!:- !t~ ~~ j; ~.,.
is o~~~~tirbY. fie-p~~u ·r, M -- the metabolite, M-, or some suitable 

chemical analogues, M*, 

It is clear that the rate or- nzyme production can then be increased 
&_....._1 .. 'L"" ~.4/ tJ:I-: 

by increasing the concentration of th~ ~n~e~~~M~ Jor M*. This gives for 

the number of molecules of a specific . enzyme present per cell, when the 

. ~ r .,.. arl'" 
inducer, r~, is present in a concentra ion, 1L, and when K designates the 

Michaelis constant for the combinatioll of the inducer with the enzyme . 

\ 

This formula is, however, in gross con~radiction to what we may call the 

principle of growth-rate independence of enzyme composition . Under natural 
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conditions the bacteria rarely grow at their maximal rate. There is 

3 . 

usually some growth factor which is present in low concentration and slows 

the growth of the bacteria. In a bacterium which grows at its optimal 

(maximum) rate, some of the enzymes will be present in high abundance and 

all others there will be just a few molecules per cell in the steady state 

of the grovfing culture. If the growth rate is slowed to half because, say, 

an amino acid which the bacterium requires as a growth factor is present in 

a low concentration, the equation 1 which we obtained demands that both en

zymes will now be present in about the same concentration. This contra-

diets the law of growth-rate independence which we just postulated . 

The enzyme, ~-galactosidase, which splits lactose, has been exten

sively studied by Jacques Monod and his collaborators in Paris , and more 

recently also by Aaron Novick and Milton Weiner . In many of these experi

ments the bacteria were grown in the Chemostat where the rate of protein 

synthesis is controlled through the supply to the bacteria of one amino 

acid, say/ for instance, tryptophan, which the bactertia require as a growth 

factor. When the enzyme is fully induced, there are about 10,000 molecules 

of this enzyme persent pe r bacterium, whereas on the average there are only 

60 molecules of an enzyme present in the steady state of the growing culture. 

In different experiments the bacteria were grown in the Chemostat at differ-

ent rates, and in the same experiments the rate of growth was slowed by a 

factor of 2 in the middle of the experiment. A fall in the enzyme content 

of a highly induced cell was never observed in such experiments when the 

growth rate was cut in half. The above postulated principle of growth-rate 

independence appears, therefore, to hold for this well studied enzyme. 

Both because of this difficulty and also because it is difficult 

to visualize a mechanism whereby an inducer, such as the metabolite, M, the 

precursor, M-, or their chemical analogues , M*, could entice the enzyme which 

hangs on to the paragene to leave the paragene . This first try must be 

abandoned. 
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As the next try, we may now assume that 
~Jdnx~rbtrml~ there are present in the 

cell metabolites, which we shall call ~repressor molecules, R, and v;hich 

as we shall describe presently in greater detail can combine with the 

paragene-enzyme complex in a reversible manner. As long as the paragene

enzyme complex is thus cover~d by the repressor , the enzyme cannot evaporate . 

~Vhat kind of molecule must the repressor mol,ecule, R, be in order 

to be able to prevent the evaporation of the enzyme molecule which has been 

formed from the paragene? We assume that such a repressor molecule contains 

a moiety that can combine with the enzyme, such as a metabolite, M(O) , and 

it must contain a moiety, Ntd, which can combine i4h a certain part of the -
paragene -- perhaps a group of nucleotides on the ·paragene . It is conceiva-

-- of 
tile that the moiety, Ntd, might itself be composed ~ nucleotides; hence the 

designation, Ntd . For such a molecule, R, to function as a repressor, it 

is necessary that it ''fit 11 the paragene-enzyme complex in the sense that 

the moiety, M, must be able to hold on to the enzyme at the same time as 

the moiety, Ntd~ holds on to the paragene. This must impose specir ic condi

tions on the spatial configurations of the repressor, R. 

Such a repressor molecule, R, may be formed in the cell from the 

metabolite, M, by the reaction 

(6) 
E 

(M-Ntd) = R M + Ntd 

The enzyme, E*, may be called "coupling enzyme " and such a coupling 

enzyme, as well as the moiety, Ntd, might be specific for each metabolite, 

M, although a number of metabolites along the same biochemical pathway might 

be able to react with the same coupling enzyme and the same Ntd moiety. 
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We shall now define as a real inducer (in contradisxixtinction to 

quasi-inducers -- to be defined later) a chemical compound, M*, that is a 

chemical analogue of a metabolite, M (which is produced by the enzyme, E, 

or its immediate precursor, M') and that can combine with the enzyme mole-

cule that sits on the paragene but cannot be transformed by the cell into 

a repressor. Such a real inducer will always enhance the formation of the 

enzyme by reversibly combining with the enzyme moiety of the paragene-enzyme 

complex because during the time when the enzyme is occupied by the inducer, 

M*, the paragene-enzyme complex is protected from being covered by a repres-

sor molecule. The enzyme which is thus combined with the inducer, M*, 

evaporates off the paragene at the same rate, 1/~( E ), as the enzyme which 

is uncombined with anything. 

If the enzyme which sits on the paragene is combined with the meta

bolite, M or M', it will also evaporate at the same rate, 1/((E), and the 

metabolite, M or M', also protects the paragene-enzyme complex against 

being covered by the repressor. However, this effect of the metabolite, M 

or M', may or may not be counterbalanced by the fact that the cell can trans-

form the metabolite, M or M', into a repressor, and the metabolite, M or 

M', may therefore raise the concentration of the repressor molecules, R, in 

the cell. Accordingly, the metabolite, M or M', may, depending on the cir-

cumstances, either enhance the formation of the enzyme or repress it, in 

contradistinction to the inducer, M*, which will always enhance enzyme 

production . "In cases where a metabolite will enhance the formation of an 

enzyme, we shall designate it as a "quasi-inducer. " 

There is anot~ diff erence between M (or its precursor) and M*. vfuere 

M or M' as well as M* may enhance enzyme formation directly by combining 

with the enzym~~~itting on the paragene and thereby protecting the paragene 

enzyme complex from being covered by the repressor, the real inducer, M*, ~ 
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can in addition enhance the formation of the enzyme indirectly. It can do 

this in two ways. M* by competing with the metabolite, M'(n) for the en-

zyme may enhance the formation of the enzyme, both by raising the concentra

tion of the metabolite, M', and by decreasing the concentration of the meta-

bolite, M, from which the cell may form the repressor, R. 

The combination of the metabolite, M or M', and the inducer, M*, 

with the enzyme is reversible and so is the combination of the repressor, R, 

with the paragene-enzyme complex. 

The model here adopted assumes that when the repressor evaporates 

from the paragene -enzyme complex it leaves the enzyme on the paragene . 

Having thus described qualitatively a model for enzyme induction 

and repression, we shall now proceed to compute, N, the number of molecules 

of one specific enzyme per cell which may be maintained in a growing cul-

ture, depending on the concentrations of the compounds , M, M', M*, and R, which 

are maintained in the cell. These concentrations, M', we shall designate 

by [M], [M'] ,[M*) , and [R] . For the Michaelis constants of these com

pounds , we may write K(M), K(M' ), K(M*), and K(R), respectively. Similarly 

we shall designate the average time which it takes for M and M* to evaporate 

off the enzyme and for R to evaporate off the paragene -enzyme complex, and 

for the enzyme to evaporate off the paragene with ((M) , { (M' ), "T (M* ), 

l(R) , and ( (E), respectively. 

In order to be able to give a concrete formula for N', the number 

of molecules of a given enzyme maintained per cell in the growing culture, 

it is necessary to make certain assumptions concerning the evaporation 

times, ((M), '((M' ), 't(M*) , ( (R) and (-(E). Our assumptions will be as 

follows: 
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(7) ((R) >> ( (E) 

(8) t(M), r (M' L 7 (M*) < < r (E) 

For reasons that will be stated later, we shall also assume 

"( ( E ) < ~ T ( AA ) 

The times c(M), ((M*) and Y{R) may be roughly estimated by writing 

1 

where 6H(M), 6H(M*) and 6H(R) represent the binding energy of the compounds 

to the enzyme or enzyme-template complex, and by making a rough estimate of 

these binding energies we may surmise that we have ~ (M' )<io~ sec; 

{ (M*) < 1~0 sec; ( (R) .>.} 1 sec . For ((AA), we obtain from a rather 

rough consideration Y (AA) "'""1 second . 

We have no way of estimating directly t(E) but :(cXJq since , for 

reasons to be stated later, we are forced to assume that ( (E)<C< ( '(AA), we 

may hazard as a rough guess that we might have perhaps ( (E ) ,._ io sec . 

Assuming that inequalities 7, 8 and 9 hold, we obtain for N the num-

ber of molecules of a given enzyme that is maintained in the cell in the 

growing culture 



8. 
,..._, 
L gen 

N = 

( (E) (1 + kcAJ (p ) + 1'(AA) 

where 

( ,.~ ) p = 
M M' M* 

l + K[M) + K(r.f 1} + K(M*) 

For high values of M*; i.e. if the cell is fully induced, we ob

tain from equation ( ) Nmax 

= 
lgen 

C (E) + '('( AA) 

As we have mentioned before, in a fully induced cell there are about 10~000 

molecules of the enzymej i.e. we may put Nmax = 10~000. Accordingly, for a 

cell which is growing in minimal medium, supplemented with tryptophan~ at 

a fast rate, so that we have l-(gen)min = about 5,000, we obtain from ( ) 

T (E) + ( (AA) = 1/2 sec., and since \'ie are assuming ( (E)< ( (AA), we obtain 

J( (AA)min = 1/2 sec. 
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If we want to see how the ratio of the amount of a highly induced 

enzyme and the amount of a slightly induced enzyme changes when raise 

the time, t (AA), from its minimal value to double its value, we write -

as we did before - the ratios 

(12) 
HighlY induced 
Slightly induced 

= 

If we assume that the concentration of the repressor, R, does not 

change when we double the time, ~( AA), then we find, as we did before 

This is the same flagrant violation of the principle of growth-rate inde-

pendence of enzymatic composition. There is an avenue of escape from this 

conclusion but there is serious doubt that nature has taken this particular 

avenue of escape . One might argue that perhaps the repressor molecule, R, 

is notfurther metabolized by the cell, and in that case, if it is produced 

at a rate which is independent of l( (AA) in the steady state in a growing 

culture, its concentration may be proportionate to ( (AA) . 
if 

and R would then all rise by the same factor ~ the generation time is 

changed, and the enzyme level maintained in the cell would indeed be inde-

pendent of the generation time . In that case one should expect the following: 

When the culture is gro~m fast in the Chemostat and the generation time is 

then double at a given point in time, it will take a generation time until 

the concentration of the repressor, R, rises 63% towards its final value . 

During this time there would be a rapid fall in the enzyme level, even though 
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after a while the enzyme level will ~ turn back at the high generation 

time to the same point at which it was at the low generation time. I be

lieve that this effect would most probably have been induced in the course 

of the many experiments which were performed by Milton Weiner and Aaron 

Novick on the enzyme, ~-galactosidase, in bacteria growing in the Chemostat. 

In order to be certain about this point, it will be necessary to repeat 

some of these experiments. Pending proof to the contrary, we may assume 

that the enzyme level will not change when the generation time is doubled 

even temporarily. As far as I can see all of the models which can reasona

bly be suggested, there is only one solution to the dilemma in which we 

find ourselves that leads to a model that is both reasonable and obeys 

the principle of the growth-rate independence composition, which models 

l and 2 violate. This model 3 is in every respect the same as model 2 ex

cept in one respect. According to model 3, when a repressor molecule, R, 

combines with the paragene-enzyme complex, it does not leave it again . At 

the time when the bacterium divides two new paragenes are formed, either 

the paragene-enzyme repressor complex is then dissociated and another para

gene formed at the same time, or else the paragene which is complexed with 

the paragene repressor is destroyed and two paragenes are created de novo. 

In order for this to be possible , we must demand that the binding energy 

of the repressor molecule to the paragene-enzyme complex be large enough 

to permit the repressor molecule to remain complexed even when I((AA) is in-

creased from its minimal value to fold, corresponding to a generation 

time of perhaps 12 hours. We shall further belm'l examine this ~roposi tion m 

more closely. According to model 3, after a new paragene has been created, 

it will make for a period of time the enzyme at the full rate. Each time an 

enzyme is made there is for the period, ( (E), a certain probability, p, 

that the repressor will combine with the paragene-enzyme complex, and in 

that case that paragene will never again make this enzyme . In this case one 
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may see without going through any arithmetical computation that if p is 

__________ and ----- ; for instance if N(O) is 10%, p is 1/lOth 

or 1/lOOth, the number of enzyme molecules is given by 

(13) 
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Theory of Repression 

A metabolite produced by an enzyme may repress the formation of 
1-Lc. 

an enzyme if it undergoes ~ reaction 

( 1) 

If the 

/11 t- ~ 7;{H - R_j 
<#-

spatial configuration is such that in the molecule rep(M) the moiety 
~~ M can combine with the enzyme at the same time when the moiety R sombi~ea c 

with the head of the paragene ~ f ;11-1?} ~ '• ~ r 
-In the fel±ewing -.re efiall astnme..§h.a.t-t~itlbrtum. constant 

K(M) i• lO~~~the equilibrium constant K(rep) which controls the 

combination of rep with the paragene-enzyme complex is of the order of 

magnitu~::~~ss~t the time it takes for rep to evapor

ate from the paragene enzyme complex is about 10 seconds. (This compares 

correctly with the evaporation time of 10-l second of the trinucleotides 
~ ../ -7 . / 

from the paragen~., A./ r k =- /tJ '* "~::' ~ • 
During a generation time of~econds on a strongly repressed 

-="Z:~~;'C~ paragene there will be about 400 acts o evaporation of rep . We shall 
~€~ ... . further assume t of evaporation (E) of the enzyme is of the 

'l!t¥: . order of magnitude of ~~~econd, and inci~entally we shall also assume that, 

when growth takes place in minimal medium at a generation time of 70 minutes, 

the time it takes to synthetize the enzyme; i.e. ' (AA) is ~about 1 sec. 

Let us now estimate the concentration of the repressor on the 

assumption that L, enzyme molecules are produced per generation. ~!.'~ _ _// 
~ c;v'r .t ~ Jtw.J~ ~ ') 1 ~~,.....t"~~-<".< ~r-, ~ ~_anpp~R 400 ~~as n a generationfQecause the repressor ntays ~ayh time 

tf''h ~ ~~ P ' ,P "3c'e,,.,., ttl'--
for about 10 seconds on the paragene 1 «ash tima ~~~ no repressor mole

~ ~ 'if 14f......_, frt./rl (~( ~-/ E. 
cule hits the enzyme(a~is ro~~d and ~ it eva~era~s ~rom the 

[) ~~::L -~rag~ne/an enzyme molecule is produced. According to the ~~formula 
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~ ~ 1: t::. '- --- II_ 
-c . A-~ f -..;a ~ I 
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thH probability that this will happen is given by 

( 2) 

where rep 

( 3) 

Accordingly the number of enzyme molecules formed per generation is given 

by 

( 4) 

and if we demand that four molecules be formed in one generation, then we 

have 

(5) 

If ~r (E) is equal to 1 second, we obtain 

(6) 

and if we assume for A 

(7) 

we obtain four -----
~).-! 

For (the rate of enzyme production we may write 

(8) 



/
./_ j) 

;,D ' ;::..---::k{ ~ 3 • 1- , -= ...1 

s ,.., 1 rt 
K "-"? I jL<J.. ./. ~-

p is the probability that enzyme is combined with~essor. q is pro-

bability that an enzyme molecule is sitting on the paragene and we may 

write for q 

( 9) 

From (8) and (9), we obtain 

(10) 

And ~-p, we may write 

(11) 1- f - /-f-_ 
k{"l} 

-r -c. ( IJ.. /J. 

I 

If we have an internally made repressor which accumulates,itsconcentration 

will be inversely ~ proportionate to the growth rate, a, provided it 

is produced by a strongly repressed enzyme which, as we shall see, is 

present in the concentration which is independent of the growth rate. That 

this is so is consistent with equation (10) from which we see the follow

ing: If we double ( (AA) and if the growth rate falls to half/ the rate 

of enzyme production 4 falls to 

(12) 

Therefore~rongly repressed enzyme may be expected to have a concentration 
1>-=- 0 

which is independent of the growth rate, and a non-repressed 7nzym will 

also behave in the same way, provided that we have ~~·~ 
---"-'--:::< 

-::. r -r t-7:( A 

(13) 
(t ) 
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Induction 

If we have a metabolite, I, present which combines with the 

enzyme, then we may write 

(14) 
I+-

1 r- __ G -
kf~l ?J 

or for the rate oi- enzym\ p:roduet~on we will then obtain 

~{ I 

(V :::- '[~ l'w- ~ :J 'i' f7k ~ ..1~--f- G k;J. j 
I ~ ~/~ . 

(15) 

or if the inducer is .produced internally by OC strongly suppressed en-

zymes, its concentration will be inversely proportional to the growth 

rate, and if we have 

(16) 

4. 

then the first does not change with the growth rate, and 
L_Zft:')(..l ( 

is larger compared to the seco~ then ~ 

we flow '6he""" growth rat~ have 

V=~ 
y 

(17) 

which means that the enzyme level goes up 

~On the other hand if we have an outside inducer I = constant inde endent 1 
~ L , IN--f.. I" 

of a, then in equation (17) the denominator increases with and ~ 

the enzyme level is independent of the growth rate. 

If we have a metabolite, M, which is supplied in the nutrient, 

which can combine with the enzyme and which can be converted by the cell 

into a repressor, we must distinguish three different cases: 
rl' 

'---- N-'1:~ I 
t r-ft Lw( I y- ) -t-

/ i._,. - Jjr /'../ I -1--...... v --
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~~ 
a) If the repressor concentration is proportional to the 

metabolite concentration(~the metabolite will neither enhance nor repress 

the formation of the enzyme, ~~Xx« provided that 

(18) 
Jtftt 

This may be seen from equation ( I~ ) 

R 
1(/VJ) 

.- ?/ 

4[) If the rep~nceny~~ses mor7 s;D~thanA t~el 
metabolite concentration, ~metabolite will act as ' an inducer-Sii/oJo-=-b we have / ~ 

1 

A- / " 

~ the metabolit~~ : t as ~ ~pressor. ~ /I 
/ . -

~-
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"EnZyme Aaaf>' tion • 

by Leo Szilard 
The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 

The University of Chica , Chicago, Illinmis 

It would appear that general rule -- with notable excep-

tions -- bacterial cells respo with the formation of adaptive enzyme 
I ' ~ ' "":--"( t .. 1<-rlo. 1 

tt~~resim-te.d- wi-~ a compo - cL that they can metabolize, .p.a-rtieuiarly r 
1-- ' "-· 

1 i'f-tffie compound resembles some degradation product of an amino acid or 

a nucleic acid residue. How does the bacterial cell accomplish this feat? 
, ~( L-l."' ,r • • I' I ( t 

Larg4,.due t the work of Jacques Mono in Paris, a.s we;b;t t:re ni-.a 

co-workers~and more ~ough the work of Aaron Novick and Milton 

Weiner tiV14 in Chicago, l'lTorm~ti~~has bec·ame available on the in-

duced formation of the enzyme, ~ -galactosidase~iS) ha~e ;~~son t~ 
I 

believe is a rather atypical case, but it should b! possible -- yt one 

exercises caution -- to draw certain general cong{usions from t~is one 

e~le-whfeh~, unfortunately, the only case1~here quantitative data 
I 

are a vail.able • 

This enzyme splits the disacch lactose into glue se and 
I ,·rP ~,.....~ ~~ ' cot' 

in the presence ,of ~chemical t" galactose, and if the 

analogue of lactose, the ~ TMG~1which is not split by the 

enzyme, the enzyme level 

as a coqtrolling growth factor, the 

~~e~i~ can be stretched1at will) up 
v 



Moreover on the basis of this mechanism, one should expect a more general .... 

law to hold ~which says that~e ~nzymatic composition of the bacterium does 

not change when we reduc7 the growth rate -- over a range of perhaps a 
/ 

factor of ten --by 2lowin ttte rate of protein synthesis. Our formulae 

indicate the ~lity of an axception his rule in the case of 

mutants which contain an vel of an inducible enzyme 

in the absence of an inducer -- the so- alled constitutive mutants. 

Perhaps .one has to regard such as pathological organisms, in 

which the normal regulation of the level of an enzyme has broken down. 

I 



·- r,his, of course, would be expected at very high TMG concentrations when 

the bacteria are fully induced, but it also true for lower inducer con-

centrations when the enzyme level is appreciable but not at its maximum 
Jl 

possible value. This apparent law of the growth rate independence of the 
IJ 

enzyme level furnishes, to my mind, an i~portant clue to the general mechan-

ism of 

How can inducer raise zyme level from a few molecules per 

cell to about 10,000 mole~u~s pe~, ·e~ / r 
- 11-l't~ . ~ ~~ u...,. 

· According to the nbtiont here ~, ~yme is formed 
1-

from amino acids which line up alongside a nucleic acid strand and then 

are joined by some chemical reiction chain into a polypeptide ~ in 

turn, folds up into The nucleic acid strand, which imposes a 
{..-r-

the polypeptide need not necessarily K• 

must contain the same information as does 

say 
.,.,.,. 

~r- or paragenes for each enzyme remains un-

at which the enzyme de is insreased by the ~4. ~ 

( 1) 
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For the sake of a~gument, I shall assume in this presentation 

that the uninduced cell contains one paragene f r each kind of enzyme 

that the cell is capable of producing. If tbe enzyme level is raised 

several thousandfold l through the action of an inducer added to the medium, 

we can then either say that the inducer £omehow increases the number of 

paragenes which are specific for this enzyme -- a possibility which we 

shall disregard -- or else we can say that the rate at which the enzyme 
~ 

is made by tfic speo1f~e paragene is increased by 

t~geffe/ ao'!f"ot · inc'rea:Efe "~n wnbe~ .. . ~ 
.,./. J /~ A ·.J/ /)-') 'J..~- ~ ~ /J "' l' -~ -~ l/ I I - f/ 

the inducer and that 
~~...~,.-----
, ff ~ / ~~ .. 



In the Chemostat, when the growth ~ is 
~ ~ l,t~ tre, --

we t.ta;y W!"i:-te l_ ~ e may estimate that we have gen , 
~ t 

T:fpt) 
[; 5 L L -;--{/J A ) 

fS_~_:t: 

~CPP.ii'ttQQ 

1:'-h;f. ; ~ 

The value of C (E) is independent of the growth rate in the 

Chemostat, and we shall assume for the sake of argument ~ 

G !:::. ; ~ -fo 0 . 
} ~ "" ~ 

(" <: Z'L~) 
',if/,. (/) 

(. 

3. 

~ for a fully induced cell growing in the Chemostat at a fast rate~~ 

trk-e !A--tA:t/h~ • II~ 
C>iH;ain n = 1'~,-eo-e-• I V =- I 0 • O 

,.; (. , ./ " r 

~~~~~~~~~c=~a·---~~~~ 
L ~(I t_ ~ •. t ~/ ~ 1/ l lf ,.\ ) 

ere might be about 10,000 different ,paragcnca in a bacterium 

-13 which contains about 10 , grams of protein. 
~.c .. 

enzymes 

If, on the average, the 

of 100,000, ~ LL... 

r 

eel~ · f each kind 

Z}mle 

rate 

eyme 

at which the parage~~ ... _ 

at the full ra.te • ~a-.fprevents 
,.. 

it did produce the en-

z e .. act: ~ a fuJ..l_ r9- te ? 
4'1"-• .,....~~ 

j . - ~ 'tf"<.A'IJ"T' ;...,~· ---~ ..... l(ii'I~-·.Jolo'%l~ ~"' 

At this p<r!nt wer shall abandon any further cons1.deratton of the 
.f., ... -

enz~ -galac..tosJA-a&e; wh.-d:oh :t. t\e:W' ·a.:so~n · o belie-ve rel}res.--ent.a a parti-

cu±a!'l:Y c:on~~eated ease;-et: :&:& enzyrrre ·which lie on a straight bio~ 
~ • b'-'- ~ ~lit, 

some precursors to amino acid ~~adi"RS· ~(I 

amino acid to its degradation product. Such 

~ If-..·' t 
---~-:> ,f/ (o) 



Insert ,3 on page 3 / 
One might atte~ to account for the phenomenon of induction by 

1..-t 
paragene sticks ~ the saying that perhaps t~ enzyme for.med along the 

paragene until a h~thetical induc~~~~~ean combine~with the para
~· gene-enzyme compl!ex.-; doe· • QIV' and thereby somehow releases the iM1.wt•iC 
~ .. ..r ;;."..,.,_~ ..,.. ___ 

from the parag9ne. The paragene-enzyme complex -- so one ~r.~~~-

~ --cannot xpxbiER synthetize ~~enzym&. moleaules until the ..,.,. 
enzyme leave~ the to show that such a model would 

to the law of growth-r 
) 6-~~~t~~ .. ~~~

externally induced enzyme. 

when/ subsequently the growth 

of the bacteria is slowed in the Chemostat say by a slow rate of protein 

synthesis lower than the concentration of tryptophan which the bacteria 
/ 

require as a growth factor~ the en~ymj/level ought to 

Thi~ is 111 flitgi'~llt; ""et5t!t~~ , ~~nee. 
I 

drop to ----



- I 

4. 

The metabolite, M(O), in this formula represents an amino acid and the 

m~txwwxttt~ metabolites, M(-1), M(-2), and M(-3 ) represent precursors of 

this amino acid. If the amino 
e... 

are in order: acetyl ornithin, 
f\l· :1-

ago~ogel reported that enzyme 

~ram· in the W strain of coli ~t 

these precursors 

wo~ked if the bacteria are 

grown in the presence of~gh arginine concentration. How can arginine 

repress the f9rmation of such an enzyme ? / 7. / 
,...,.. ". ,~f.- · ' l ~ ~""'l " +f .... 

shall ~esent:l-y describe a mechanism, a~ ~n cit•cwlts~, 

~) f){ a metabolite which can combine with tJ~ enzym~st as presumably ar-

~ ginine can combine with the enzyme* acetyl ornithas~-- ~~~or ng to cir-

__ cumstances either ~ enhance or repress the formation of ~·enzyme. ~~ 
~The formation of the enzyme from amino acids along the paragene 

~~~~~T=tbaX~~~~~~~~ en~ym not per se influenced 

~the met~te. The time, Y(AA), that he process of the formation of ---
the enzyme along the paragene takes depen only on the concentration of 

the growth rate of the bacteria in the Che~ostat, the time,"l'(A), will in- ; 
t: ') 

crease prgportionally to the generation time, rr gen. ) 'l' (; ~-

~ After the enzyme is formed on the , pa~ne, the enzyme evaporates 

~shall as~e --~~average time, <-(E), which is the sam~whether 
the enzyme sitting e paragene is free o is combined with 

the metabolite, M. But ~~~nzyme is a repressor mole-
/{ 

cule which nails it to the paragene, then enzyme cannot evaporate, and 

the paragene cannot synthetize ad~itional en e molecules. /t According to 
~ ~..-L- .; 

the notions here presented, ta repress r molec le is compose ~f two part 
f · I .L-~~l~-"""" ...... "' ....... ' 

It contains a moiety t~ ooet! o-~ etabol and it contains a 

moiety 1/tn, which &elllt combin~wi th ~t~in /:.~MI:€!'e't~~~;a#-t.fhe paragene "~""'"-' '"" ........ 
fYtJ.J - - - v- 6 1 ~,. 

The moiety, ~which must be able to the paragene, might 

itself be a nucleotide~ 9C& ~r such a composit molecule to function as 

v •t,.,( 



.. 

as 
.,./ 

./ 
the spatial conf~guration must be · st right to permit 

/ 

5 . 

ous complexing o2 the enzyme wtth ~fie moiety, M, and of the 

parag ~ Ntd. . 
A repressor molecule, R, may ~ m~ o~ be formed by the cell 

from the metabolite, M, directly by means of the reaction 

M+- I~ 

'f ass-ume 

a re-

If the repressor, R, is combined with the com-

plex,j€~ it will evaporate after an average sitting time of 1-{R), and when 

it does so the enzyme remains on the paragene -- so we shall assume . 

~ '· ... 
Accordingly the paragene-enzyme complex can be present in 

~l.W:fi which may be symbolically written as follows: -- (J ~~ rv (; ~ ( f (}) ( f \ 
E/V M L:: E A~ II 

/ 
For the rate of formation, s, of the enzyme by one parage 

we may write 



} 
6. 

\W!l!l8$ q denote , the fraction of the paragene ,.on which there is sitting a 

completed enzyme molecule (whether uncombined or combined with the meta

bolite, M, or combined with the repressor, R), and we may write 

(qJ 1-
( 

~~~~ p denotes that fraction of ~he enzyme molecules sitting on 

the paragene which are nailed down by the 

we have for p 

-
(8) I ..t- %;,) 
or ,.,, / 

I +- / j(/fo!) ---
(9) 1 +- ~'1'1) -?-

f/_ 1 L 1 o-lr- lA / 
where K(M) is the Michaelis constant for the metabolite and ~10.e K(R) is 

the Michaelis constant of the paragene-enzfmm complex for the repressor, R. 

From (6) and (7) 

paragene /rA 
• L~t U- - J 

(\-") 

(10) --

obtain for s the rate of enzyme production of the 

(!-~) - T ft: ) +- ~)(!-f) z( 

r / 
t"'-- b 

I - v 

) 



...... ' 
.. ~ 7 . 

'"\._r 

Under ordinary conditions when we have, as stated above, ( (AA) = 

1/2 sec.; 'l'""gen = 4,000 seconds, and ({ E) = 1/lOth second M!'d \l.f the 

enzyme is ntt repressed so that we have to write p = 0, equation (11) 

gives for the number of enzyme molecules N = 10,000 per cell. 

If we have the enzyme repressed by at least a factor of 10 n-

be true of almost all enzymes --, then we have 

C(t:- ) '/ 7 {1 - f ) L (/ A ) 

~( /- LL I 
Let us now consider the case of a metabolite, M(O) -- like 

'oJ 
arginine -- from which a repressor, R, can be made through the reaction 

/ 

( 4 ) . Ahd let us in particular consider first the case where the concen-
0 

tration of a repressor, R, is proportional to the concentration of the 

metabolite, M O 

(13) 

~Crt? 

C x. !J(o / 
k~'\r)) 

.-t'-~ / [' 7tt• ) J f . 

As equati s ('l) ~~show 1
if in these circumstances we lower the 

concentratio of ~etabolit!; the factor (1-p) i~creases from an initially 
(II .) 

small 1~ aft€1. '4-ccording to the enzyme level, N, wlJ,l 

f,vv_v( lt/JJ / ?: r 



- ' ,.:.... . 
~ . - ~ 

If the arginine concentration inside the bacterium is lowered be-
,·./s W"~t d-r_, ~ ,. 

low th£ value WAieh it ne~wh~ the bacterium ~ows in minimal medium 

in the absence of arginine, then, as may be seen from equation (9), 

1-p is approaching 1 as the arginine concentration is approaching 0 
a., . .,.../ r ;L 1 • .... ~ • • ""'"' 

and according to equation (11) the e~yme leo;{ must tnen approach the 

value, Mmxx ~x, given in equation (1) / which is about 10,000 ~~ 

If,on the contrary, we raise the arginine concentration by 

8. 

some arginine to the medium in whi h the bacteri21 row, then the 
~ ,t/ .1 /--' • ~ i./ i r> 
n the enzyme level will depend on wfietae~ in the bacteria which 

grow in the absence of arginine.~ 
~'t/1'1 'Jf i L~ . "l 

(14) ~/ L !__ I 
/((~ ~ 

If equat-ion 
~ 

I 

I o.~ c_ •' 

will lower the ~nzyme 

On the 

1 vel . 

equation (15) holds, tOen raising the ar~inine 

will no longer cause any appreciable cha~e in the enzyme 



.. ,. ' .. 
9 . . ~ . ... ., 

In this case, adding more and more arginine to the medium will lower 

the value of 1-p which can ultimately be pushed down to 

/ - A _ __! ~~~ -f. ~ J/ ,- I+ r: ~ C7 
IV - ,_;; ~ J,, 

(15) 

ft; i - (/+ c. ) t t: I {..J ..,1 

On the other hand if if, in the bacteria growing in the absence of argi-

nine in minimal medium, we have 

J 

-~ .. l .. 4t·~ then adding arginine to the medium will ~ appreciably ehang~ the va lue 

of 1-p and the enzyme level will not appreciably be affected by the addi-

tion of arginine. 

Clearly a prediction of this kind can be subjected to experimen- ~ 
j L. • ~ L .. 7" 

tal test, and experimental evidence already available ~ pu might 
"""I 

._ 

(11 ), a&--~1-ong a& enzyme is still sufficiently as 

we have 

(18) 

An increase ccord~ng to equation ( 1), raise the enzyme 

level of the b'acteria, and "his means, as pne ma see from equation (9), 
* that any metabolite, M· combines with the zyme and that does 

not for.m a repressor 
' .~ ~ 

in the growing bacterial culture. " 

~ even if the metaboli 

* concentration of the metabolite, M , 

and ore raise the enzyme level 

£orm a epressor, increasing the 

raise l , and th~refore raise 

the level of the enzyme in the growing ulture, p1[vided only that -- count

ing all the different repressors, R-I, wh ch may be present -- the expres-

sion sununa rises more slowly tnan the concentratio of the 



•• • 
~r""'..:i~,,<fil-t!l~ ~- ~ V 

,7""--c- & ' t ~ ~~'~ & .,; 

~~t.v..... I I 

1enhancement Y6f enzyme proauction, wl":feh 

10 • -
-J 

~~i t in the framew9rk of th}s theory, .was 'Qaied 
~ i - I• I I .,_ l 1 ; ~ 

the concentration of a repressor/ ~us a lowering 

eve e:qzyme whiel=t \fete · 
~t..-( 

a thing as ~ 

ducer which will enhance the formation of the production of an enzyme 
(,, , rl 

which mbine with the enzyme, just as does the metabolite, M, but 

which the cell cannot be coupled with a Tdn moiety to form a repressor, 

~ * '' ), 
such substanc~, M , ~~df e regarded as a gen~ine direct inducer. 

* In the presence of M , we have XNX an analogy to equation (9) 
f J,· 

I -.~- .11(1. t I /' -M J 

/,' ~ ;-kJ.! ~-
(18) ! -~ 

L£ A_ h "' k!l-1 ~ J r.-fl * 
aRd it may so soon ta~~ increasing the concentration, M , we may in-

crease 1-p, and as long as inequality (12) holds, it follows from equa

tion (11) that the number of enzyme molecules per cell maintained in the 

* growing culture must go up when the concentration of M is raised. 

~ precursor of a metabolit~Jfn a biosynthetic pathway which 

leads to an amino acid,~ile~ certainly~ combine with the enzyme 

~~~r i s it one step forward ~R tke 6198~~· p~wa~ towards the V"c% . ,.... 



- t .. ..... 

• r . 11 . 

The situation may be quite different in this respect, as we 

shall discuss later, in biosynthetic pathways which lead from amino 

acids, such as, for instance, tryptophan through a number of degrada-
~ I / ~ • I n '1. .. ~ 

tion products. We may now ask~ our theory can account for the 
ft , f 

law of tfi growth-rate independence of the enzyme level,~~-wa£1men-

tioned earlier ~~=---:oa~ the enzyme is induced by maintaining 

* a fixed concentration of an inducer M/ in the nutrient medium• wft&R 

~me generation tint , tne 

the t&ree tePmS ----

In order to ~this, we write equation {11) in the form 

(19) /Y -
. J

;-P 
and for l/1 ~ we write, 

I 
(20) !-~ 

( 21) 

from equation (18) 
I 

I ..f-. - l<lffR I 

I J- !C11( /f1) 

+ 
eitt&lPB ~t. ~ enzyme level maintained growing culture at a 

is independent of the generation 

I 
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A direct inducer acts as an inducer because it competes with 

the repressor for the paragene-enzyme complex. It follows from this 

that while a direct inducer can enhance the formation of the enzyme, it 

can raise the enzyme level in the growing culture in the st~ady state at 

best proportional to its concentration. A chemical analogue of a metabolite 

which combines with the enzyme can, however, also act as an indirect indu

cer, for instance, by inh~biting the formation of a repressor. In such a 

case the enzyme level in the steady state can go up faster than linearly 

with the inducer concentration. 

We must now turn our attention to the metabolic pathways which 

lead from an amino acid step by step through a number of degradation pro

ducts. An example of such a pathway is the degradation from tryptophan 

along the pathway which leads to According to Roger Stanier, 

this pathway leads through X enzymes, y of which can be induced by the 

metabolite which is carried by the enzyme one step further along the bio

synthetic pathway. How can we understand that in the case of such a path-

way the precursor so frequently induces the enzyme ? 

th~a~t~i4n~s~u~c~l~~~ea~a~e~s~,~w~e~~nt~·rcT!P:~~~~~~~,-pa~r&. pathwa 

be ~~~cail~ wrrt~en a ra11owa 

eo nee iva'Ble 

whi-ch- may -
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In order to explain this, we might assume that the repressor 

which fits the enzyme-template complex for any given enzyme will do so 

mainly if it is composed ot Ntd moiety which might very well be the same 

for the whole chain of the which is produced by the enzyme rather 

than its precursor. We have no model to justify this assumption, and tbe 
belief 
keliexe that it is so can therefore be based only on the experimental fact 

teleological 
of the t~leag~«xl argument that this would give a reasonable regulation. 

We could then explain the fact that all these metabolites induce the proper 

enzyme by simply saying that these metabolites are not readily converted 

into the corresponding repressor, and therefore act as an inducer of the 

enzyme simply because they may be expected to be fairly tightly bound by 

the enzyme which carries them through the next step along the biosynthetic 

pathway. The compound into which they are thus transformed by the enzyme 

may also combine quite well with the enzyme, and therefore we should expect, 
by 

at least on occasions, the induction of the enzyme not only ~ the pre-

cursor of a given metabolite but also by the metabolite itself. Some cases 

of such back induction appear to have been observed in fact. One ought to 

expect that the level of an enzyme along such a metabolic pathway rises 

no faster than linearly with the concentration of the metabolite that 

serves as an inducer present in the medium. It is, however, conceivable 

that such metabolites act not only as a direct inducer but also as an 

indirect inducer, and ~ we shall now illustrate this possibility by 

presenting a rather interesting scheme which might conceivably hold. Accord

ing to this scheme, we are dealing with two parallel pathways which may 

be written symbolically as follows: 

(22) 



I 

Her"e. N( +1} is a ~repressor of the enzyme E(N). The enzyme 

E(N) transforms both (N) into R(N+l) ~also M(N) into M(N+l). Only 

the metabolit~ M(O) is coupled directly by the coupling enzyme E(O) to 

Ntd and forms py direct coupling the repressor~ R(O); ~ the other re-
I .., .J1 

pressors long the metabolic pathway are supposed to be made. directly ,. 

from the 1metabolite wh~ch ia carrie~ by the enzyme one step further along 
( 
the-.m.e~boliQ pathway~ btt'b are made by the enzyme- ~llllrme from aaothev re=-

( pressor. , I I ( 

If this were in fact the scheme of things along such metabolic 

pathways~ then clearly any metabolite M(N1Valong such a pathway would 

of necessity induce the enzyme~ E(~)1 
because it combines with this en-

':l L I 
zyme and is not transformed into a repressor~ and hence ~o~ding t~ our 

d-e:tinitiG:a anY-metab{)lite/ M(N)~ would be a direct inducer. 

In the scheme here presented the metabolite would not only act 

as a direct inducer but also as an indirect inducer because it would com-

pete with the homologous repressor for the enzyme~ E(N). As a result of 

this~ the metabolite M(N-1) will compete for the enzyme~ E(N) and there-

fore reduce the concentration of the repressor~ R. If this takes place~ 

the metabolite~ M(N)~ acting as an inducer will raise the level of the 

enzyme~ E (N)~ and the enzyme level will rise faster than linearly with the 

concentration of the metabolite~~M(N). 

By slowing the flow from the point~ N~ on along the second 

metabolic pathway~ and thereby reducing the concentration of all subse

quent repressors~ all the enzymes along the whole pathway from the nth en-

zyme on ought to be enhanced. vfuether it is possible experimentally to 

distinguish between these phenomena in the scheme discuss and their 

sequential induction represented by enhancement of these enzymes by the 

metabolite~ M(N) due to the production of the metabolites N(+l)~ N(+2) and 
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N(+3 ) remains to be seen. The lowering of growth-rate independence on 

the enzyme levels will hold along such a metabolic pathway, provided 

that the enzymes are not saturated by the metabolites, and provided that 

the flow along the pathway is slow so that M(O)/~ is greater than the 

rate at which M(O) is carried through the next biochemical step by the 

enzyme E(l). 



5. 

0 B ~~~~ba~tepia require as a growth ~actor 

This 
1 

t cobtradictibn to 
/ 

J1. experience. 

At this point we shall turn our attention from the induction 

of the enzyme, ~-galactosidase, to the regulation of the level of enzymes 

which lie on a biosynthetic pathway leading from some precursors 
' 

f ' 

aeid ot on a patnwa the am~no acid to its degradation 

Such a pathway may be s bolically represented as follows: 

! 
( 4) 

) 

_,I 

The metabolite, M(O), in this present;(an amino acid and the 

metabolites, M(-j), M(-2), and M(-j) rep esent precursors of this amino 

acid. If the amino acid, M(O), is argini e, these precursors are in 

order: acetyl ornithine, ornithine, and c~trulline. 
) , I , ' /"' • I 

About a year ago enzyme, acetyl 

ornithine -- in our notation E(-2) -- In tne w strain of 

/ 
I 

acids are in the prop r sequence along the para-

gene and are joined into a polypeptide through s reaction chain. 1 

This polypeptide, in turn, folds up into the On the average this 

t/ / 
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!'"'-
process takes a time, r (AA). If the bacterium which requires trypto-

phan is grown in the Chemostat, the time, r.-(AA), can be stretched perhaps 

tenfold by lowering the tryptophan concentration in the grow'th tube. , 
r. ~ j / I /;" I ) 

_.a--

us a~~~ therf, 
. • , , I" ~ 

is present in the cell a metabolite, M(O), 
,J' 

such as arginine which can 6mbin with nzyme, and let further as-

sume that the cell is capable of roducing a molecule, R, which we shall 

call a repressor and which is sed of two parts~ It contains a moiety 

that can combine with the enzyme, as the metabolite, M(O), and it con-

tains a moiety, Ntd, which can comb·ne with a certain part of the paragene 

perhaps a group of nucleotides. moiety, Ntd, might perhaps itself be 
.I I · ~ /' 1 '/

1 
I /ll-tiK ~ 

a nucleotide If this repressor mol cule fits onto the paragene-enzyme 

complex in such a manner that the mo M, can combine with the enzyme 

We shall, for the that some 

chemical analogue, M*, of the metabolite M(O), medium 

but does not get i_ncorporated into 

has been formed will evaporate off the oa .p-:; -
(E) whether~ ~et the enzyme is comb~~ 

/ ~-~~~~~-~~~ 
or the metabolite, M* 

'I'fte enzyme, 

Eo 



may coupl e an amino a cid such as argini ne to an Nt d moiety t o f orm a 
r 

s pecif ic repr essor /for ~emte of t;he enzymes which lie in the biosynthetic 
( 

pathway ~fr~ re~ 

---.--
the f orma tion of 

c.o.u.p.Ling -en9yme T"or argininE(. 
, I ~ 

u h e pling 

~~~i~n·-the cell f&P other amino s. The cell may contain 
f I I 

such coupling enzymes, ~ (o), f or other amino aci s, and ea ch coupling 

enzyme, E(O), might be s pecific for one amino acid. 

We shall now attempt to compute on the basis of this model the 

rate, s, at which an enzyme is synthetized by 

the metabolite, M, the M*, and 

a :eara gene in . r _.. , p 
pressor, R. 

I 

the presence of 

~1 
~~r "'I~ -~ 
pntain a simple formula for the rate of enzyme formation and the 

result will be consistent with the established f acts 
' '/ . ) 

J LL f(?) ~ / 
(6) if J. 
Accordin~omputatio here presented will assume these inequalities. 

For the rate of the formation, s, of the enzyme by one paragene, 

we may write 

(7) 

where q denotes the fraction of the paragenes on which there is sitting 

a completed enzyme molecule (whether uncombined or combined with the meta

bolite, M, or combined with the repressor, R), a,nd we may write 

(8) 
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and p denotes that fraction of the enzyme molecules sitting on the para

gene which are nailed down by the repressor, R. 

As stated before, the metabolite, M, the inducer, M*, and the 

repressor, R, can all reversibly combine with the paragene-enzyme complex, 

and the respective Michaelis constants I shall designate by: K(M); K(M*), 

and K(R). Accordingly, the paragene-enzyme complex will be present in 

four different forms which are symbolically represented as follows: 

(9) 



.J • new 

8 . 

by c6mbl:hing with the enzyme mole cul e which st on the par agene 

s- "the ptrr agene - nzyme tmrnpi ex · s~ being c~ve red by the 

e f fe ct of the M~ may or may not be 

counterbalanced by virtue of the the cell can trans f orm the 

metabolite ~ l\1~ into a repre ssor~ may therefore r a ise 

the concentration of the molecules in the cell. Accordingly~ 

the forma tion of the enzyme repress it~ in contradistinction to the 

cule and must therefore lways enhance enzyme production. 
~'). ' .. ~ ,,~ 

~-----....~· 1tf •"" 

iffiat kind of molecule must the repressor molecule be in order to 

be able to prevent the evapora tion from the enzyme molecule ·which has been 

formed from the paragene? Vfe assume that such a repressor molecule con

tains a moiety that can combine with the enzyme~ such as a metabolite~ M( 0 L 
and it must contain a moiety~ Ntd~ which can combine with a certain part 

of the para gene -- perhaps a group of nucieotides on the paragene. It is 

conceivable that the moiety~ Ntd~ might itself be a nucleotide; hence the 

designation) Ntd. For such a molecule) R~ to function as a repressor~ it 

/ ~ is necessary tha t the repressor fit the 

sense tha t the moiety~ M) must be able 

moiety~ Ntd) holds on to the paragene~ 

paragene-enzyme complex in the 
tt~ ~~ 

to hold on to the enzyme 
1 ;') 

®jeh imposes a very s pecific con-

illtion on the s patial configuration~of the repressor) R. 

Such a repressor molecule) R) may be formed in the cell from the 

metabolite) M) by the reaction 

(6) 



- . 
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The enzyme, E*, may be called a coupling enzyme and such a 

coupling enzyme, a s v,rell as the mo\i.ety, Ntd, might be s pecif'ic for each 

metabolite, M, although a number of metabolites along the same biochemical 

pathway might be able to do with the same coupling enzyme of the same Ntd 

moiety . 



The combination of the me t abolite, M, and the inducer, M*, vd th 

enzyme is revers~ble and so is the 

the par agene-enzyme complex, \;('me: . the 

average 
I "" ., ~" .. I I ~ * ~ " fl{ .;"1•.i cl ' · r f / 

Pee~o..tively K(M), K(M*), and K(R) Similarly we may write for the 
~. " ,.. ... 1.," I' 

takes for M, M*, -ana ~t.o...s.;v~EH?a-te-CLiM), (1\'I* , an'(1 time which it (R)' . 

~ model here ado· ted assumes tha t when the repressor evaporates 

from the paragene~enzyme complex ~t leaves the enzyme on the paragene~ 

The concentration of M, M*, and R, that are ma intained in the cell, we 

shall designate by (I:-1, rM* and . R: 

per bqcterial cell in a gFowing bacterial cultur~ ·~n the assumption that 

we ..bave 

(7) 
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INTRODUCTION: 

I shall attempt to present in this paper the groundvwrk for 

in time permit us to explain in detai l all 

the known facts concerning a dap tive enzyme formation and antibody forma-

tion. According to this theory, as we shall see, the distinction bet~<veen 

induced and non-induced enzyraes disappears. In principle , it should be 

possible to synthesize certain ~hemiea± ana±~s for the great majority 
/ " I 1.; { I A' </!' • ,._ t: t I t-. 

of the metabolites Hhich will act as an inducer for the enzyme that~ 
I . / "' L-~;~1.. 

"'-L....,---~---.~~t metaboli tc. ~ metabolite itself, howey, r, :\t:r='1.t is e. pr~ - _ / 
·r:; ~'~..f ~ (..- .... _, ', ,. ~L t ' '. '~-

~ ~ a, purine , pyrimidine or amino acid.,--for in~taBee, ~iOl.lJ.a ot-:L . /... 
~ e ,.: . I.~ • ) /- /' .. . ) .... ' .... • f rl I I it..~A,« .. /:# r - t< . < ' . 7 I 

-;::,-..,.~-.f-be expectiite: be an inducer. The problem \1i th which we have to dea l h 
ytJ /n"fO ~· ,.' · _. , .' 1-11, .. l {-_/ !-'-:< t-t. r. _, I -, " _tf. f,.. 
· creeper than tci 1'i.Bd an e-~l" ·on for( the ;:!lech~i§m. through uhich an 

inducer can enhance the rate of production of an enz~ 
~?/ ---

There is a vast ~of compounds which are potentia lly oxidiza-
(£) 

R. Y. Stanier estim tes the ble by a bacterium s~ as P flu9rescence . 
~ 1-'/. .e.;,.~ ~-:U 

number at) 50 and es'6imat.s• :th~ (:t lea st 200 inducible enzymes must par-

ticipate in their dissimilation, \Jhy a re all these enzymes present in 
fL, ~1/ 
~ bacteri~~if there has been some use for them at some tim~, why 

~they pe rsist - as I am convinced they would - if we cultivateJ' the 
tA-/ )L . ' ' • 

bacteria for a long pe riod ( in the absence of any of the subst:ba tes of 
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( 

. . 2 . 

these enzymes? lt/hy \muld thesef enzymes not be gradually lost by muta

tions during such a long perioq of cultivation while there is no 

selection operating in their r i vor ?;?i believe these questions are 
~ ~/It.,..,~ 

answerable and that we m~st atnden the unterra:b--1~ belief that these 

enzymatic potentialities are stored away in the genome in orde r to be 
I 

simply and rapidly activated through sequential induction when a suitable 

subs,tra te fixes their environ1pent. I believe tha t these enzymes have 4':-

~-£ ~ 
reaso~~auring evolution throu h suppress~ mutations, and that they per-

sist because they play a role be 

described later -- which dete 

terial enzymes. 

According to the these enzymes are 

all present a t low levels in minimal medium, and 

! 

they persist because, if one of them disappea rs through a mutation, the 
j!\,fl . ...e., ! 
evels of the different enzymes in the bacterium would be out of balance. 

~__,- I /'r-.J-H·l·~",;/ ~ ~ ~-:~::~:~ ~ 
( support for this view·, as we s~alll see ~;r, ~i-ae-s(fl"om 15he experiments 

of Yanowsky and co-workers, who found that mutations in the Neurospera 
l 

which lower the rate of production of the enzyme , tryptophane synthetase, 
! 

can be restored by suppressor mhtations which occur in different genes , 
!,>t-·l·tt'rY ~<v-·-/ 

but that the different mutation ~~~all lie within thehs ame con¥en-
rf- -'-"t-r'/ ~ ~tJY ( ~'"' ·,tA~ I~ h rc-- ~ttr 

~ ~,ITequire different S"L\PPressorr l'-t_o . ___ -.:Lthe ability of the 
! . ·-~~..---~ ,.,. , • ~ ~;....,_ • '-"""' ~' ~· _._ e'!""'G-

cell to form tryJtophane synthesase in adequate amounts. ~l~ found 

~~t-~~e mutants for which a suppressor can be found fomt an immu-

nological analogue of ~fie cngyme.j tryptophane synthesase, that lacks 

enzymatic activity. ~nee the connection between this phenomena and the 

abili ty of the bacterium, like P-fluorescence, 
I 

I 
array of oxidizable compounds with the help of 

to dissimilate a vast ./. 
' ~ .... .i.d~ ... , 

" t...t 0
(- ~ -1 

inducible enzyme~/ the 

phenomenon of drug-tolerance, dru~ addiction, and antibody formation 
~~y z.~~;__.(;., ,a ?.~(.~ 

becomes under~e also . 



: 

3. 

The basic conce pts, *pon which the theory here presented 

is based, are as follows: enzyme~ are produced by some templates, and 

each specific template produces ~ corresponding enzyme. The enzyme-

template-{9m9lexes in bacteria can dissociate off enzyme at a rate which 
;orr ,e~ 

i about 10 times as high as th~ rate at which) on the av:opaf¥4 the-
~~~-£..~,; ~ ... ~~..-. '1"~~ ~ ~ ~

empla te~rf'~~ enzyme in tiTe \~ pj dJ ¥ e;Pe<rri:Rg .b.aQ:t.eciii;b~. In general , 
/ ( ~ 

enzyn1e production is repressed br a reversible combination of ths enzyrae-

template-complex with the repres 
1
or. vJhile the enzyme-template-complex 

is thus covered by the repressor the template does not dissociate off 

enzym~. " ~~at c;r_e....._,thes_e re~rysso _ , _ 
~ J"'w{V'r' (. ~~ ... ~ "r - ' , 'f' "?·~- ~ 

Amino acid , purlnes a d pyrimidines are essential building 

blocks from whic~"/:~olymers, such t proteins and nucleic acids are built, 

and we shall aeeigN- ~ metabol~~e of this sort as metabolites of 0 order 
().llvl{ llt·-r¥ ~~k ~'t- .. , ~k<'jA.. • 

(In a sense, h~xose residues fro, which polysaccharides are built are 

similar building blocks, but in o~e essential respect they differ from 

amino 

order 

I 
I 

acids and nucleotides we ~hall avoid designat~ng them as zero 
~,.-y£~~ ~~--

metabolites. The M-R compl~~Hm.:.a.h;ker tfte-~ through 

·which the amino acids and purines ' are built into the larger structures 

of proteins and nucleic acids . 

Th~I"O order metabolites, M, are carrie~ ..... turlh~r along, 

so we shall assume~ parallel metabolic pathwaye , ·;resumably both ' .. 
handled by the same enzym~_(_~ ),' E( 2 ), and E(3) . Along the one path-

way moves the metabolite complex wl"tl.}. the carrier, R, and the metabolite 
-· . ~.,.,, 

is degraded or modified in each~ ·step, wh':t-1~ the carrier, R, ren1ains un-
.. ";\. 

changed. Along the parall~l line the metaboii~. itself is modified or .. 

degraded by the s.atne enzymes . tve shall refer to th;~taboli te, M( n), as 
r'"' r··~· -.,...,~ 

a postcurg . .or· n steps removed from the M, whereas the precurs s n steps 
~ ...... 

removed from the metabolite, M, will be designated by M(-n). 



4. 

i e ~sume that s peci f ic coupling enzymes, ~0 , a re present in the 

cell which q.our.- les the s pecific metabolite, M, to the non-s pecific 
' 

_,.,- ' 

'-de shall, ho\·fever, not assume- tha t the C01tpling enzyme, -~0 , can couple 
~'-f..<. n... ~"""',..,. 
~ rlxx.t.bl~~r a ny of j;J'fE§ postoursors, rJI(n) o 'Ghe metabolite , M. \·.Je 

! ,.,/ I "'> 

f sha ll write re p}.M1 as a n abbreviation for M-R a nd* its p o-stcursors n 

steps r~m._9.~ in vlhich M is d graded or modified, we shall designate .,... 
/--

by r~P{n). 

~ 
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Metabolic pathway ~.(l )leads from a. precursor~ n steps re

moved from M~, to the metabolite~·M.?rn~bolic step( 2 the.J'-RJ 

metabolite, M~ is coupled to the carrier~ R, to yield the vector;t~rough 

v'Thich the metabolite, M, is carried into ar :polymer such as proteins, 
. -~d~ 

nucleic acids, polysaccharide!' etc. This vector also fu~t~_pns~- as· a 
E-o~£14· ~., t:' 

repressor of enzyme induction for the coupling enzyme itself, and 
___.., ~-· ------. ' ' ~ 

presumably for earlier enzymes ~Q E( -n~ or a few steps removedr-

/(The biosynthetic pathway 3 le \ds from the metab~~,:--;:- t~- de~~a~~t~o-~ 
'v-I/~~~ 

products and otherwise modified forms of tqis metabolite , t.o whieh · •te• 
/r. 1-~c. 11 11 M ~)..,..,- I 

:s~hall ... ~ as postcursors ~radistindtion to the me'taboli~e'3" 
~ f."11i?../ \~ ~ ... ..-r~: 

'wffi..~~precursors(ffThe metabolite, M.~hich is n steps removed 

from the enzyme, E, ~~designated by E (n). j~ve assum~at 1th; same 
t 

enzymes~ E(n), which are active in this metabolic pathway are also 

active in the metabolic pathway~h leads from M-R to M(n)-R e• fr~ 
I ~,. 1 ~ I ~ ) Jh2 . l' rep to rep(n) -~~ue characteristic feature, of this scheme is the ab-

C; ....... <t!'p.tf"""' .. ~ 

sence of enz~~es which v~~rd( couple the postcursor~ M(n) to the 
~ 

carrier, R. Thus, the only way rep (n) is produced ~~ is 
~g) ~ 0 

rep ' through mediation of the enzymes ~ ( 1 ) r E ( L1; 1'111' l::.r-s i I •• 

f~:~ 

from 



/ 

fl"""" 

order~ M~ 

om 

The 

• 

t 
--?> jV{ 

~ C'l. ~· v....,C. 

\

or ~za e of (CcSjitiJlun · catior;y~ "'We arert.r~regard I·· ·· /\ /\, A 
~er e bol c-~a thway:).-W1iich are branchett-. · 1 

~·--
In the case of several amino a~ds; for instance, arginine; 

~ -tdt:J !Ill (:-~) 
6¥ tryp tophane, many of the precursors r are knm·.m and most of the enzymes 
/;~ ~ AAave been isolated. In the case of arginine, for instance~ we ha ve 

M( -1) = ci trulin; M( - 2 ) = orni thin; M(-3 ) = acetyl orni thin. 'f'he 

~::yme, 1!:
0

, 1s a 'stmcii'i"'c' '"couPlfng-C'n'ZYTile'irn""~~~"'t'he·-m:sp·ec·:r · rc" 

(2) 

Cr 
QW~ ... -c, M-R, is presuma~ly t~e vfhicle by means of which the me-

-._.,, rsbx f a"i4 ·( 
iaboli te is transfe~~t..,q ,, . r.;n;ge:e s.t.Puetu'I"e ~ form a protein or 

~h''l',•ljt~~.;. tt• ,~ ~ 

nucleic acid or (mutatis mutandis, '""a.' p:b1.yt;~<O.cb.a.ride), but what is im-

portant for our purpose~ heTe~ 'is not the fa.ct that M-R is 'a vthi.cle of 

transfer~ ·~a~ it is a repressor for the production of the enzyme, ~ , 
, .~ (4t ~~teAr--c ~ 112 ~cance;j~bJ~o...~r~'!'t.oe~1'I'g'"~ · ·1.t' ~t ... ~), and ~{-.J · )./rJ.t is 

a basic assumption of the theory here presented that the enzyme-template

complex can combine reversibly, both with the metabolite, M (as well as 



'\ 

6 . 

,....-,.. e < C: • I /.-rY" LA ' ") l.. I 

certain of its chemical ana1o5ues, and ~ng tbsm ~~~its precursors) 

and that the complex so formed does not hinder the enzyme-templctte-complex 

from dissociating off enzyme at a rapid rate.},KHe shall further assume 
~#' 

that the carrier-coupl~ metabolite, M; i.e. the repressor, M-R 1 ~ nr 

? 
versibly combine 1.•1ith the enzym.e-template-complex . /1 In contradistinction 

h ~--~./1.- ·t, '("!'/': 
to the enzyme-template- complex, which is ~QmF*e*OQ~ith ~he metabolite, 

M, the enzyme-template-complex, which is covered by the repressor, rep(M), 

cannot dissociate off the enzyme . We have thus two equilibria and two 

equilibrium constants, ~)and K(rep), which are symbolically represented 

as follovm ! f "-' M 

J T- !3 +- M t::---'> T- £ rv · Vf 
E 
I 

-~ 
I 

T 
~t( 

r- £ ~ ~{o} ~->- T- t; I'V ~ o 

\l 
/!'J f./ I 

4 

tL 
1 
?-r 

~/~ .. ,... ,, 

at the full rate is given by 

! J .. ,. ;;::-

1-t.r'(A --..·' {, ,(.. 

~ M 
l + I 
T 11__ 

__ _, 

~ k~J;:!/ 
templates which(dissociates off enzyme 



r 
) 
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If the equilibrium con3t nt, K , for thio reaction io smdll; i.e. rep 
if Lili for the form& tion of the covered com1)lex is large, then the 

equilibrium is shifted most of the vvay toward the ina.cti ve form of 

the enzyme-template-complex, and enzyrae production is strongly repreQscd. 

It is our notioi."l that on the average enz:y-ms production by ct. templctte 

~11 be a factor of ~bout 104 below the full r~te ~t ~1ich th uncover d 

'ccmplci te -~-ou d produce enzyme . To a ccomplish thin Cc::t.ch repressor might 

have to be present at a concentration of pcrha.ps 100 gamma per liter, 

and if vle assume 10,000 different, specific templates and a re pr essor 

for each, the total rep. res~or concentration might dmo~t tg one gra~ . f 
r::~ H~-~·--- ~.Cp ~~-· ....... ,' ~,.., ~~r. ~ ~ ~t ~ I ~I A· £if~ 

per liter. J(~ccording to the notion h2re presented , the rE pressor might J 

It'!!:; the head of the enzyme to the head of the template. Perhaps the t..~,~ 

I"' /~.fi>~. 4i (A.~· J 
he~d of the e!1zyme , E , combines with the me tabolite, M, and the ca r:."'ier, 

R, combines with the head of the templa te, as is somewhat vaguely indi-

cated by the symbolism used . .ft,.... /. , ~

It~ uCt::t;i~a.J9;!,e that eVc~though the head of the e:~;e· is' 

affixed to the head of the template, the tail of the enzyme can detach~ 

itself occasionally (dnd might then each time be resynthesized inside 

the template). Thus it seems possible that debris which can immunologi-

cally cross-react with the enzyme will be formed at a certain - rather 

low - rate, \vhile enzyme production is .i!ractically completely repressed. 

But even if the repression is lifted (by grm·dng the bacterium in the 

presence of an inducer that enhances the production of the enzyme) , the 

debris may b e still produced although it might perhaps bE produced 
I ~~~ 

at half tf:le normal rate .{J' ~1ay pres_..ume, the;. t even in a highly induced 
(j~ ~A (~ .. ,.,. "" (}v-~~h'·~-1).,.~/~-,/ <!)). ~ .?.ii.'w~{ & c.$ 

cell)at least half o!_~he)time the enzyme l4¥e~ alongside of the template . 
. fli ?~~~-~~ I~ o'!iii:t~8immunological analogues of the enzyme tryptophane 

(n._ I t 



L~ • 

synthetdse described by Yanowsk't (which he calls CRM) and the imrnunolo-

~cal analogue of the enzyme ~ -galactosidase described by Monod and his 

co-workers (which they cc:ll P2 ) are just the kind of debris ..j!N;e~ 

t ,.., . +-t-, f..·t;.;"'!::i . ~ . _,.., t .. "' . I ,p~-... ·' ,/ L..,.,,.J., ,,,tl;if( 
V J s 4MQl e~~,.,~~@""'~~~·~n·~"':'''', ~<J•r•H.,.,~ f/ 'TV 'ii' ~. 

I' 

~vt,.{..f6 I..:;, Aw ~~ l ' <1..-~,--..~~~ -



Ke ~ping thi s in mind , we may now sk what we- ::;-enpect will happe n t o 

t he r a t e of production of enzyme ~ ( or s ome of t he pr e cedinG enzymes , 

~~' which a r e NN.jqcx one or a few steps r emoved) when we a dd to the 

minimal medium in which the ba cte r i um is growi ne; a ce rtain quant ity of 

the me tabolite ~M. {JPPour fixe r les i dees , l e t us a ssume tha t t he me ta

bolite, M, is d. particula r amino a cid , f or ins t ance , a r ginine . In 

gene r a l the concent~ation of the ve ctor, rep~)of t his particula r amino 

a cid will not be the limiting fa ctor f or the r a t e of growt h of a given 

ba cterium in minima l medium, and the r efore the r a t e a t which the ve ctor, 

rep , disappears~y trans f erring M to protein\ may be expected to be i n-
l~ / ;y~ n -.,....,..-) fH ~(t v!f ~. 

dependent of the concentra tion of r ep . In such circumstances, lwhen we ' 

a dd a ce rtain quantity of metabolite, M, to the medium and thus r a is e 

the internal concentrati on of this me t abolite within the ba cte r i um, 
OJ ~.-t~V 

'W.e..~tm:r ;~;xtJe~ the concentra tion of r ep ~;increase proportiona t ely to 

the concentra tion of the metabolite, M, 1:1'1 the l3eteter!ttm. 

In such a cas7~ation ~~· 7 shows ~ the r a te of en-
.-.-. }·~~ . .... If i "' ·• I 

zyme production wily decrea se ~ltive!"~ !il+y with increas i ng concentra t i ons 

of M bacte rium~ r ...t.~ ?. L I J or else it will remain t 
('1" . ', ) ~ k t't - ( ~4 ... '8~ /h...~ [F7.-l. .r' ~: 
. • ')'") • ~ . A .J trd f-1 1~ ,1 J>v;"~ .. -·4 / F"· /f,-l ·-c~-c.fl/ ':..:;.> 

~~~d· efine as a ~nducer a chemica l ana logue , M*, of the 
~ ~v ~ (,..L ~ /A.- ~ .a, •·-fi ~.,:'..c.-~ 

metabolite, M, which i-s RH:ttl'1k capa:bler er y~v~y~ for~,on _,___,r__.,_ • 
..¥:- ~~ ~YY #-'t,l~ ·· :Y<.._e ~ T- lE.. rv fVJ ' w·WM·oh~~zyme)"'can(De- a ttache/ l+- tf )1 / ~~ .. :c-~-· J_- ---- , ~ 

~ the carrier o thaiL· 1~~ into a repressor, ~~sp~ 
~ .,. u ,.,.,A ~ 



J?age 7 oont:i:nued ~ 

If /~c// t,r r ~ 
\~~1~ in-an;y othe-F- way (~~b~'biti:..E5 tfo!8 ·-ee~f'}·~ng ~nzyttre _, 

~v.../~-< 
~ ~t the concent r ation of rep~ We may Hri te in this case 

/£,.4"' /l-1 
/ ,L- ..Lh-- -I- -:k;ll1} 

n l l'-'1 ... ) 
;t2 " ~- --:, ) rt 

I r- K" M 1 i rlh / '"" ··K~ .~.,. 
.1--if!.ttft:e e.em~~ M* will enhance the ra;t~ production of the enzyme 7 

-~! ~ ~ .. ·~·~ ( ,tl .. ~ . 
&eoSl:iHii~ ·U lea ves_, as we have assumed the concentra tlon of rep un-

M~ . , 

-- ( 2 ) 

changed. will furth:;~l-2- it inhibits the ~~121~n~.~I2ZY!l!€ 

~~~~ rate a t whi -;;;:;--;;;;- enzyme- tcmpla te- c om;>l ex does . The inducer I• I* protc ct s 

l l the enzyme-tem ate-complex from being covered by the re pressor. If the 

1 _, is low enough (i.e. i f the binding energy_, lili_, 

5 6. 

(.1~-·7~ 
is high enough)_, then re pression is relieved and the ~r'is , 

produce d at a high rate even at moderat l y low concentr~~ons of the 
It h~~ , ~ 'l'"lrll,r>CI,... M*. /' ~ c;... 

I) F'") A " l '-'1·~ • t · ··y-··v qt',.......B - a 

7.# l J ~ • " .'~f~~ . ~ 'ZA-rG.. ·~""- ~ ~.,.,.t f' ' ) ,..-:..1,;- ~ 
~ ·. ~~,..~-~ ,;~ ,.. . ....,,....... < .r~' .~.,...-

It is clear from ime · 1 ~t l ~ .. ~~ 
equatlons ;~at the rate of enzyme produc-

tion ca nnot rise any faster than line~1y with the concentration of ~~~. 
the direct inducer A .! '-~ ..t· t l ..__., ·· ,..#" ~ within the ce 11 . '1-{·,. '[.'J ··~ ... t> ~" "'41 · .... " • · ~v'l.... ··tt ~~,, ·· · h ,. ""'c:~" "t;r,, · 

~ :P~ ¢ I! ~~;"-' "' 
---~ ,/'.'# ,,, 

, , ~-"t /· 

~ 



GA ~. Indirect inducer~ A chemical analogue of M* ~ M may J hoHeverJ also \ 

by competing for the en-~ 
"'t..,, 

enhance the rate of production of the enzym 

(J.1 
zyme which produces the repressor for the substrate of that enzyme . 
An inhibition by M* of the coupling enzyme J J~ o J would be an example 
of this type of action . A chemical metabolite which does this we shall 
call an indirect inducer.Jt,"'if:-hat indirect inducers ~ie;,.1 i . e . substances 
which enhance the formation of an enzyrne by inhibiting an enzyme that 

~~ produces an "inhibi tor 11 ~as- :rrrst postulated by Werner Maas (oral com-
~1&-'P:_ n. (.~ rrunicationJ April 26th J 1957) . The view which he f.ermtfbt:tt~at that 

time; viz . that all inducers are indirect indu,pers was a challenge to ~.,_ ... •''/""' ·v".t-"'·~1£~. l...f,.#,·t1 ·~"? f'.•thf'¢!<.(' ~ /£;~ ··;:;,.,../ ~ Which me ~;ce~I!H'l~ aper represerrt ~ respOnse-: ~Jlldeed ~lie m~s~ ~-(>•b>v£ ,.,,._~~tiro · /fh.(l(c,.,~ .c. ~~~-A ...v t~l-1<-r ~ 7}-y-~ ~~.,.tf.~~,,..,r 1=. Itt "'M-4 ¥-eJ~. the existence of indirect inducer~ ~n order to explain c!etee~ 
~e production is enhanced by an inducer and rises more rapidly 

than linearly with the inducer concentration within the cell . The in-
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an inducer only exceptionally, or in the case of a certain class of 
# ~ ~ " . {' .,./ ~ .. (' - l 

metabolic pathways. An-sxamp.J.~ o-f -th l tttter ca-se is the induction 

Gal-1-P uridyl transferase by 

(Science, Vol. 125, 

pp. 114-116, 1957). I 
~· ~- (t.<f. rt. , 

The metabolic pathway in this case is given by Fig. 1. ~·Je 

re}:Jressor is UDPGal, and that both galactose 

and thiil t ,.;-e "bhe ~/r t-t- /- I.J G.-~ ~ tl. 

lA.- > ;L-~ ~ 

(-::.- 6~ E. N G 
I .~ I +- t I fJ 

~ - c: T I T N U) 

This is an exceptional system inasmuch as the repressor UDPGal is 

made not only from the precursor, galactose, but is also made in cells 

which are grown on a carbon source other than galactose (in this case J 
t)f.~,_. )/ · ~~ 

glycer~l) £'rom UDP glucose. Therefore, one l1't±gh-t understa.udjEhat by. 
~[. 

r aising the concentration of galactose thero is not 

increase ip the concentra tiop of UDPGal 
~« ft.-'- r ,._e- ~ r &.tr ~ ~_..,"""""''Tt..~'~· 

According to our theory, galactose is a real inducer of th "s 

enzyme because the equilibrium constant, Kgal' has a low value. The 

next enzyme along this pathway, Gdl-1-puridyl transferase is, accord-

ing to the terminology of this paper, a coupling enzyme, E
0

, because 

it couples the metabolite galactose to the carrier, UDP. 

2ven though one must not generalize - even from one case 

which is more or less established - one is tempted to suspect that in 

general the car:rier is a nucleotide. One would then assume that the meta

bolite combines with the head of the enzyme of which it is a substrate, 

and the nucleotide combines with the head of the template. 
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strains dnd Biochemically deficient mutants 

It seems clea r that_, from the point of view of the th~ory here 

preaented _, the classification of enzymes into inducible and non-inducible 

is not an adequate classification since all enzymes might be inducible 

by the precursor of their product if we define this precursor to be 

coupled to the carrier resulting in the appearance of a repressor. 

The wild type of coli in which the enzyme, ~-galactosides can 

\ be induced by exposure to lactose or thiomethyl galactoside possesses a 

very low level of this enzyme when it is grown in minimal medium in the 

I 

! 
\ 

\ 
\ 

absence of an inducer. This strain can mutate and the mutant strain has 

a very high level of the enzyme_, even in the absence of an inducer. 

Such strains are customarily called constitutive strains. The most likely 

interpretation of this phenomenon is as follows: the enzyme _, ~-galactosia~ G> 

Nax is strongly repressed in the wild type because it makes an inhibi-

\ tor_, rep(m)_, in which the equilibrium constant K rep(n) with respect to 

·. 
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combining with the t empl a te-enzyme -complex is ve ry small. If a muta -
tion occurs and if the mutant in this binding constant is change f rom 
a low value in the wild type to a high va lue in the mutantj then the 
enzyme , ~-galactosidas e ,can be expe cted to b e produced a t a high r a t e . 

A similar interpreta tion must be givenj I be lievej to a most 
inte resting phenomenon re ported by Yanowsky and his co - workers which 

theory here presented . 

4., .... , 
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.f!'ypical cases of enzyme induction which are o · greate r int~r-
/¥1 ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ') ' 

est to us a,;pe fe-'l:::too not among chemica l analogues of the precursors 

the metabolite, M - which are in most cases also precursors of the 
o. 

vector, rep but r a ther among the chemica l analogues of the 
(_ 1~ , ~ 

of the metabolite, M; i.e. the degradation products and)~ de riva-

l 

~ we 

~0-e,ple , ·T(nL cumbines re 

lt"t- I J ~~~l-ui t I 7fJ bly-" 

----~__.._,,., , l ~ (.~ 
~~~.~ I 

11. 

Let us now consider M(n), a postcursor of M - n steps removed. 

Here we may write . 
A 4 r )' ;r ..,. t?.t , .... d~ ... I . ~ ·- ~ ~· 

h /:: ... fi I · ~· L ~ ~~~~~ , 

~-?} t\ ...... bj -rr\ -; £l.rt \: 

/ flrf'.) 
In this scheme, as stated before, we postulate that the 

not able to make a repressor out of the metabolite, M(n). This 

(l) 

cell is 
is the 

one salient fact that leads to the expectation tha t the rise of concen-

tration of the metabolite, fvl(n) - or exposing the bacteria to a chemical 

analogue, IVI*(n) of M(n) -will enhance the rate of production of E(n+l). 
PARAGRAPH 

This may be seen as follows: The production rate of E(n+l) is repressed 

by the repressors, N(l) and N(+l), and possibly also although to a lesser 

degree by rep and rep(-1), which is one further step removed. 

Either M(n) or its chemical analogue, M*(n) can be pr e sumed to 

inhibit E(n), and thereby to lower the level of the repressors, nep(n) 

and rep(n+l). At the same time it can be expected to raise the level of 

rep(n+l). The sum total of these effects is likely to be an increase 
, 

in f and the rate of enzyme production. Tne change in the levels of 

M(n-l), M(n) and M(n+l) may have an effect in the same or the opposite 

direction, depending on vvhether we expose the bacteria to M(n) or to 

M7~(n), but at least if the constants for the enzyme-template-complex, 

T- ~ (n+l), are high enough, so that for this template-enzyme-complex we 

have 

I' 



ll-a. 

The upshot thus is an increase in the enzyme, ~ (n+l). 

If M*(n) is a close enough chemicdl analogue of M(n) to be 

handled by the enzyme E(n+l), which it induces by its presence, this 

enzyme might catalyze the reaction 

c.,, 
~ 

. 

. ft1f-
I 

( 3 ) 

I presume this to be the explanation for the remarkable fact tha t bac-

teri~~ like P-fluorescen may be able to o~cidize fifty different ~~N~MKZR 

compounds and that its degradation products can induce some 200 enzymes. 
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Antibody Story -- Godd theory 

The enzyme .t:: (n) is not;far from being saturated by IVI(n). 

The metabolite M(n) is maintained at a certain level which depends on the 

number of intact templates that produce E(n). If all of the templates 

are intact~ the stationary level of M(n) is determined by the r a te at 

which the enzyme ' (n) converts M(n) to M(n+l). If a certain fraction 

of the templates which can produce the enzyme are impaired so that the 

enz~rme level is 10-20% low, then the level at which M( n) is maintained is 

higher~ and we shall assume that it vlill now be determined by the r a te 

at which the kidneys excrete M(n) or a derivative of it. Thus, when an 

antigen is injected for the first time, the following will happen: 

The antigen will combine with all of the enzy!ne E(n) which 

is present and the level of M(n) will rise at a rate which is determined 

by its production and by its elimination through the kidneys. \A/ha t about 

effect of increase M(n) level on rate of enzyme production? Does this 

not necessitate assumption of the destruction of a large fraction of 

the templates ? Or can we explain the shortened latent period after 

the secndd injection by the fact that there are a number of templates now 

ready to produce antibody -- this seems to be the preferable assumption. 

Accordingly~ the picture now shapes up as follows: 

1ilhen the a ntigen is injected, the hapten H* attaches itself 

to the enzyme E(n) and the enzyme will be des troyed. In this way all of 

the enzyme present is removed at the time when the antigen is injected. 

As a result of this now M(n) will rise at a rate which is determined 

by the rate of its production by the preceding enzyme, ~ (n-1) and by the 

rate at which it is eliminated through the kidneys. Fresh enzyme will be 

produced No free enzyme will be present in the cell a s long 

as antigen is present. 



2. 

Similarly the production of Rep(n) may be halted and the concentration 

of Rep(n) will also rise in the same way as the concentration of M(n). 

The balance of these two processes will determine the rate ctt which the 

enzyme ·will be produced by the enzyme-template-complexes V>lhich are free. 

As long as antigen is present~ how8ver~ it will tie up all enzyme-template-

compleAes within the cell~ and no enzyrnc will be produced until antibody 

appears, and then the antigen is eliminated in a fairly short time by 

the reticulo-endothelial system. It is a basic asGumption of this 

iheory that ~'fhen the c ntigen combines with the enzyme-template-complex~ to 

\•Jhich it may remain f~ixed for a rna tter of days, After the antigen dis so-

elates off it will leave behind a certain fraction of the templates 1m-
whether 

paired in such a manner that these templates - NNKnt still producing 

specific protein - the antibody which can combine with M(n )~k and the 

antigen containing the hapten~ M(h)* no longe r can form the enzyrae . 

The equilibrium constant of the template~ both for Rep(n) and for M(n) 

because the fit is no longer perfect ~ we assume is increased for the 

damaged templates. 1dhere betl!Bre the damage occurred~ we had K( rep) >> 
K(M(n)) compared to K(M(n)), now the two might be somewhat more comparable. 

K(rep) K(M (n)) 

ThusJ within a few days, as more and more antigen dissociates off the 

templates (?)~ antibody will be formed and in a nurriller of days antibody 

titre is sufficient to eliminate the antigen . 

When the antigen is eliminated~ enzyme begins to form again 

and the titre of Rep(n) and of M(n) return to normal. The antibody titre 

reached after the first injection depends on the fraction of the templates 

that have been impaired and the value of the equilibrium constants of the 

impaired template. 



. -
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When antigen is injected for a second time and ties up 

the enzyme , as soon as the level of ~l(n) reaches a certain value, the 

impaired templates (which will no longer combine with the hapten, M(n)* 

or which are no longer able to tightly hold the antigen-containing 

hapten, M(n)* , will begin to make antibody at a high rate , corresponding 

to the high level of M(n) . This , however, will not last long for M(n) 

is an inducer of the enzyme and so the enzyme level will ~airly rapidly 

rise and , even assuraing a few per cent destruction of templates as a 

result of the se cond inje c tion , the enzyme level will come back to normal 

and antibody production will fall to close the rate at which it was before 

the first injection . 



If one starts out n thought l'lith a. bc..,.ctcrial ..:;tr in tha t c.:tt 

some early point of evolution stocked with the synthesis of the basic 

metabolite, M, of the repressor, rep Q, but did not ~oosess any enzymes, 

~(n), that could produce postcursors of M and postcursors of rep 0, 

and if one then considers what might have happened if in certain circum-

stances mutations occur in the template of ·, or E-0 which change the 

value of the constants, K(E) and K( ~ -0), then it is possible to see 

how the enzymes, E-N, arose as a result of suppressor mutations under 

selection pressure. This subject will be dealt with in another paper. 

For our purposes here, it is enough to say that, once such a system 

for stabilizing the rate of enzyme ~&:tRx synthesis has somehoN arisen 

during evolution, it will persist in a strain of bacteria even if the 

strain is grown over a long period of time in a mimimal medium because 

of the selection that would operate against a mutant which loses one 

of these enzymes ~ (n). Imagine, for instance, a mutant which loses 

..=(1). Such a mutant would produce too much of the enzyme _,'
0 

that pro-

dlces rep O, and therefore the production rate of ~0 would be repressed 

to the point ~vhere the mutant would be selected against in minimal 

medium. In the system here contemplated there is only one coupling en-

zyme, 7 , within an unbro.nched biosynthetic pathway of the sort described. 
0 

This makes an important difference for the response of the bacteria to 

a metabolite which is a precursor of the basic metabolite, M, and which 

therefore might be rapidly converted into the repressor, rep 0. In 
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